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be advantageous to notify a recipient whether the message
originated from a known and institution or individual.
SMTP also has no provisions to determine the type of
message traveling through a server. This is an important func
tional shortcoming in that many recipients would like to
receive certain types of information from an individual or
organization, but not others. For example, users may want to
receive a bank Statement, but not promotional material from a

SECURE COMMUNICATION

ARCHITECTURE, PROTOCOLS, AND
METHODS
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

Not applicable.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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1. The Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to secure communications
and/or communication technologies that allow people to
interact and transact with individuals and/or organizations. In
particular, the present invention relates to systems and meth
ods for forming a trusted network while providing various
security, Scalability, interaction, user interface elements and
trackability features for communications and/or transactions
occurring in association with the trusted network.
2. The Relevant Technology
The digital age has revolutionized the way that people
communicate with each other—both for personal communi
cations and business communications. For Some people,
email is the preferred method of communication and has
replaced other forms of communication Such as in person
meetings, telephonic conversations, standard post, fac
scimile, and the like. However, despite the obvious conve
nience and cost advantage of sending information electroni
cally, many individuals and organizations are still unable to
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use email due to structural weaknesses and Vulnerabilities

found in the underlying technology: SMTP. SMTP (Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol) was designed in 1982 as a simple
communication protocol to facilitate the transfer of messages
from one machine on a network to a user on another machine.

SMTP was developed in a trust-based environment and came
to light long before eCommerce, online banking, healthcare,
and legal industries presented new, more stringent require
ments as to how information should be sent. Although Secu
rity remains one of the primary concerns and reasons that
individuals and organizations are unable to use SMTP-based
email, there are other issues including a lack of functionality
and an inability to compose, transport and display complex
sets of information that go beyond simple text.
SMTP specifically, lacks a basic facility to authenticate
senders and recipients on the network and permits users to
construct messages fraudulently and masquerade as other
individuals or organizations. The underlying network con
struct and protocol do nothing to prevent this and instead rely
on the recipient to wade through all incoming messages to
determine which are legitimate and which are not.
Spam, or unsolicited email has risen significantly in occur
rence over the past decade and, by Some accounts, accounts

35

addresses for that information.
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for more than 90% of all email traffic. SMTP was built to

ensure delivery of a message, not prevent messages from
being sent. As a result, there is no provision within the SMTP
protocol to examine messages at the point of entry into the
network, only to filter what is received on the other end. This
places a huge cost and administrative burden on the recipient

55

to have the bandwidth, hardware, software and time to man

60

age it all.
Thus, it would be advantageous to assure a sender that a
communication will get to its intended destination in its origi
nal form and, conversely, assure a recipient that a communi
cation is coming from a trusted person or source. SMTP has
no provisions to guarantee the origin on the message and who
sent it. SMTP is unable to determine the sender type. It would

In addition, SMTP is a simple, text-based protocol. If the
sender includes any additional content other than text in the
SMTP message, the additional content (such as binary data,
audio, video, etc.) must be munged (attached) to the SMTP
message body via Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
(MIME). This approach to dealing with binary data requires
that the content or application be handed off to the operating
system and/or a “helper' application. This redirection outside
of the email environment is a key attribute to modern Phishing
attacks (email fraud attacks) where users are asked to click on
a link embedded in an email message and are redirected to a
fraudulent website. Further, the additional content is always
related to the SMTP message body, which makes it difficult to
file, sort, and organize the additional content for both the
sender and the recipient.
Furthermore, communication systems across organiza
tions are tied to the email address paradigm in which the DNS
naming system has conventionally been used to direct mes
sages from a sender to a recipient. Thus, if a person does not
know a person’s email address, it is difficult to contact that
person through electronic means. In addition, even if a person
has an email address, it is difficult to keep this information
updated and current. Often a person trying to contact another
person is informed by a webmaster or server that the recipi
ent’s email address is no longer functional, but is given no
other information on how to contact that recipient. It would be
desirable to have the ability to contact individuals and orga
nizations electronically without total reliance on email
Another aspect of inflexibility is the inability of a sender or
recipient to define where and how messages are stored. With
SMTP-based email, messages simply arrive in a given user's
inbox. When the sender transmits large files, it is difficult for
the recipient to retrieve important messages when a large
attachment is ahead of these messages in download order.
Also, the current email paradigm generally prevents users
from having adequate storage space which means that certain
messages are likely to be returned as undeliverable. For
example, if a sender is sending a large file (5 MB) to a
recipient, the sender may not want to commit the recipients to
storing Such a large file in the recipient mailbox.
SMTP is also highly inefficient sending messages and
attachments to multiple recipients. For example, when a
sender creates and sends a 5K message and 5 MB attachment
to 10 unique recipients, that message is replicated 10 times
and will be sent out to each recipient. This results in 50K of
bandwidth and storage for the message body and 50 MB for
the attachment.

Given the inefficiencies mentioned above, there is a need to

65

reduce the sheer amount of information being sent out in an
effort to reduce hardware, software and bandwidth require
ments. When having to sendan SMTP message to potentially
millions of individuals, the organization must be equipped to
handle the bandwidth required to accomplish this. In addi
tion, network activities which require individuals to access
the organization can cause bandwidth problems at peak high
usage times, etc. It would be an advantageous to send only a
minimum amount of information.

US 7,849,213 B1
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Although solutions exist today to provide some level of
control over email sent within an organization’s boundary,
SMTP cannot provide any sort of control over each message
once it has left the organization. For example, the organiza
tion does not have control over who has access to a message
or its attachments, where copies are stored, who is forwarding
the communication, preventing alteration of the communica
tion, retracting the communication, etc. It would be advanta
geous to provide organizations with the ability to maintain
control over aspects of messaging that occur once the com
munication leaves the organizational boundary.
There are many inefficiencies with regard to how SMTP
routes message traffic, and deliverability in general, which
would be advantageous to resolve. For example, there is no
provision within SMTP to provide delivery notification back
to the sender. Additionally, should a machine be offline and be
unable to process inbound email traffic as expected, emails
may queue up for an inordinate amount of time and no timely
notification will be sent to either the recipient or the sender.
There is also no concept within SMTP of being able to get a
message back once it has left the organizational boundary.
SMTP operates on a system of “fire and forget.” It would be
advantageous to be able to retrieve messages and/or perform
Verifications, approvals, or other analysis on a message and/or
recipients of a message determine whether it the message

4
FIG. 2A illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary gate
way.

FIG. 2B illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary data
Center.

10

message components.

FIG. 3D illustrates a block diagram of a precursor message
data structure.
15

25

should be sent into the network.
SMTP is one-dimensional as an electronic communication

technology. SMTP cannot distinguish between a message
that is high-priority and one that is of a lower priority. They
are all treated the same. It would be advantageous to route
important or priority messages differently, according to the
priority or importance of the message, depending on the
desires of the sender or the recipient. For example, it would be
beneficial to receive an SMS, Fax or phone call should a fraud
alert be sent from a person's bank, and not just an email

30
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message.

Finally, SMTP messaging has no facility to provide for
categorization of messages or attachments. It would be
advantageous, for example, to have a bank Statement be cat
egorized automatically as a “statement” so that it could be
filed or otherwise treated uniquely on the receiving end as a

40

Statement.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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FIG. 7B illustrates an exemplary method for generating a
user profile for a user to identify an external address.
FIG.7C illustrates an exemplary method for using an exter
nal address to send a message to a recipient.
FIG.7D illustrates a screen shot of an inbox displayed to a
USC.

FIG.7E illustrates a screen shot of a communication com

position window.
FIG.7F illustrates a screen shot of three-dimensional mes
55

work environment.

FIG. 1B illustrates an exemplary method for authorizing a
gateway to send a message to a data center.
FIG. 1C illustrates an exemplary method for a data center
to validate a gateway.
FIG. 1D illustrates a block diagram of a hub/spoke com
munication configuration.
FIG. 1E illustrates a block diagram of a gateway-to-gate
way communication configuration.
FIG. 1F illustrates a block diagram of a hybrid communi
cation configuration.

FIG.3E illustrates an exemplary method for centrally stor
ing message components.
FIG. 3F illustrates an exemplary method for parsing an
SMTP message into constituent components.
FIG. 3G illustrates an exemplary method for generating a
message data structure having tabulation elements.
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary XML file implementing
sendside message protocol.
FIG. 5A illustrates an exemplary method for using an
external address for sending a message.
FIG. 5B illustrates an exemplary method for using a cat
egory attribute of a message.
FIG. 6A illustrates an exemplary method for performing
Verifications before sending a message.
FIG. 6B illustrates an exemplary method for performing
approvals before sending a message.
FIG. 6C illustrates an exemplary method of dynamically
modifying a message before sending.
FIG. 6D illustrates an exemplary method of using a mes
Sage type for sending message.
FIG. 6E illustrates an exemplary method of performing
aggregation functions before sending a message.
FIG.6F illustrates an exemplary method ofusing precursor
metadata for sending a precursor message.
FIG. 6G illustrates an exemplary method of using precur
Sor metadata for receiving a precursor message.
FIG. 6H illustrates an exemplary method of using precur
Sor metadata to perform protected message functions.
FIG. 7A illustrate a screen shot of a home page displayed to
a U.S.

45

To further clarify the features of the present invention, a
more particular description of the invention will be displayed
by reference to specific embodiments thereof which are illus
trated in the appended drawings. It is appreciated that these
drawings depict only typical embodiments of the invention
and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope.
The invention will be described and explained with additional
specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying
drawings in which:
FIG. 1A illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary net

FIG. 3A illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary mes
sage data structure incorporating an SMTP message.
FIG. 3B illustrates a block diagram of another exemplary
message data structure incorporating parsed components of
an SMTP message.
FIG. 3C illustrates a block diagram of still another exem
plary message data structure that does not incorporate SMTP

60
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Saging page.
FIG. 8A illustrates an exemplary method for performing
logging of activity on a message.
FIG. 8B illustrates a screen shot of a sent page.
FIG. 8C illustrates a screen shot of message Summary.
FIG. 8D illustrates a screen shot of content files.

FIG. 8E illustrates a screen shot of tracking information.
FIG. 8F illustrates an exemplary method for monitoring
and rendering the reach of a message.
FIG.8G illustrates a screen shot of an activity log.
FIG. 8H illustrates a tracking report.
FIG. 9A illustrates a content file search page that can be
organized by Source.

US 7,849,213 B1
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how messages are sent, a timing by which messages are sent,
how messages are rendered to recipients, categorization of
messages, and the like. As used herein, the term “render
broadly refers to various ways in which a message can be
presented to a user including visually on a display, audibly on
an audio device, and/or tactically by a tactile device, and the
like. For example, a message can be rendered on a user
interface of a computer, a telephone, a post card, a television,

5
FIG.9B illustrates an exemplary method for auto-catego
rizing message data.
FIG.9C illustrates a document page that can be organized
by category.
FIG. 9D illustrates an advanced document features page.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

and the like.

The present invention is generally directed to systems and
methods for providing secure, Synchronous and asynchro
nous electronic communications and/or messaging in a man
ner that addresses many of the problems that result from
SMTP protocol-based messaging. The present invention pro
vides a private, managed communication network that does
not rely on the open architecture and vulnerabilities of SMTP.
while still being able to providing trust, security, flexibility,
Scalability and ease of communication between parties.
I. Exemplary Network Environment

10

15

The inventive, secure communication network, unlike a

traditional SMTP-based email network, is highly versatile,
Scalable and may be configured in a variety of ways to permit
the sending and receiving of important communications from
the Source to the destination, depending on the type of infor
mation being sent and the needs and/or preferences of the
sender and/or recipient. The network consists of four primary
components: 1) a data center, 2) a gateway appliance, 3) a
Trusted Sender Registry (TSR) and 4) various end users that
are able to access the network through user client computers

25

30

or devices.

FIG.1.A illustrates an exemplary network environment 100
showing various configurations for implementing the data
center, gateway, TSR, and/or end-user clients (or users). FIG.
1A depicts a data center 101 that includes of a variety of
applications 102 and database servers 103 which, among
other things, provide authentication, and access to informa
tion to one or more end users types 104,105,106. Broadly, a
"data center is responsible for receiving, analyzing, storing,
managing, generating, and delivering messages to one or
more users. The data center 101 can provide standard mes
saging functionalities as well as the unique communication
and messaging functionalities of the present invention. Par
ticularly, when a message is received by the data center for
matted in what is referred to herein as "sendside messaging
protocol (SMP), the data center recognizes and perform

35

to the data center 101.
40

45

certain functionalities based on the SMP. The data center 101

may be designed and implemented in a variety of ways and
may include a single access point or, in the case of a large
distributed system, may be replicated and may exist in many
locations. The purpose of the data center 101 is to provide a
central point of access and storage for all aspects of a mes
sage. This allows a user to access messages from any location,
anywhere in the world, provided that Internet connectivity is
available. The data center 101 will be described in further
detail below.

FIG. 1A shows that one or more gateways 108a, 108b.
108c can connect to a data center 101 in a hub and spoke
configuration. A "gateway serves as an access point for an
organization to the network, effectively listening for inbound
connections from end users and ultimately directing that traf
fic toward the secure network. The gateway is managed cen
trally, to allow for remote updates and for an organization to
control access to and from the gateway. The gateway allows
the sending organization to increase the value of the commu
nication flowing through the network. The organization can
create rules to define predetermined conditions that govern

Additionally, the gateway provides a conversion, from a
standard, open SMTP format to a more robust, SMP format
for storage into a relational database at the data center for
further access and retrieval to render the message. Informa
tion may be sent to the gateway in a variety of ways including,
but not limited to, SMTP (with an embedded SMTP server or
SMTPd running), direct post SMP for senders that may
already have message data in that form, via web service or
SOAP and the like. This gives the organization using the
gateway the ability to send messages using means other than
properly formatted SMTP.
Once a message has undergone one or more verifications,
approvals, and/or transformations, it is held at the gateway
before sending. The gateway checks the load at the given data
center and determines when the message should be sent to the
recipient, depending on characteristics of the message (such
as priority, category, notification preferences, confidentiality)
. In addition, the gateway can be configured to restrict or deny
sending messages into the network, and route information
instead via SMTP, or delete and not send at all. Aspects of the
gateway will be described in further detail below.
A gateway generally physically resides at an organization
and defines an access point for an organization to enter the
secure network provided by gateways 108 and data center
101. As depicted in FIG. 1A, an organization 109 can include
more than one gateway 108b. 108c (e.g., for parent and sub
sidiary organizations), with the gateways belonging to the
organization being able to communicate with each other and

50
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FIG. 1A also shows that different types of end-users 104,
105,106 can access the gateway 108 through, for example, a
Mail User Agent (MUA) executed through a browser operat
ing on a user client computer, PDA, mobile phone, or the like.
User accounts are generally profile-based, and sending mes
sages to a user can be done by identifying an external address.
An "external address' is a broader concept than a conven
tional in that it allows a sender to address a message to a
recipient using any type of identifying information and is not
required to be nor is restricted to an email address. The exter
nal address can thus be an email address or any other identi
fying information about the recipient including, but not lim
ited to, name, address, telephone number, military ID, Social
security number, a unique code, and the like. Many organi
Zations have identifying information other than a person’s
email address. So it would be an advantage to provide these
organizations alternative means for addressing messages to
patrons where, in Some cases, an accurate email address for
the patron is unknown. This is possible because the present
invention provides other levels of authentication that vali
dates recipients by other than just email addresses. In addi
tion, an external address could be a “matter” or “category’
and may not actually require a sender to specifically identify
the recipients. The matter or category is associated with one
or more recipients.
Each end-user is associated with at least one of three sender

65

types: 1) Institution, for when the user is sending as an entity
and not as a person perse; 2) Professional, for when the user
is sending on behalf of an institution; or 3) an Individual for

US 7,849,213 B1
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allowing a user to perform personal-type activities outside of
the scope of the user's professional activities. A user can have
more than one sender type. The sender type can be associated
with a message based on a default sender type assigned to the
senders user profile. When a user composes a message, the
sender type is identified based on the login credentials that the
sender used. Alternatively, the sender type can be based on the
system type that generated the message.
Being able to provide a recipient with confirmation that a
message is from a trusted sender helps address the multi
billion dollar phishing scam problem. There is no facility
within SMTP to distinguish between sender type, which
means that recipients are unable to determine whether a mes
sage is truly from a purported Source. Technology which
allows a fraudulent sender (typically an individual) to mimic
information about a usually well-known, well-respected
organization seeks to confuse recipients into thinking that the
message is from a trusted Source. Thus, being able to identify
whether the message is from an institution versus an indi
vidual can assist to enhance the credibility of messages pur
porting to come from an institution, because a recipient will
understand that a message going through system of the
present invention will have gone through a large amount of
analysis before even being sent into the network.
Thus, FIG. 1A exemplarily shows that an individual 104a,
a professional 105a, oran institution 106a can each access the
gateway 108a through client computers. (For sake of com
pleteness, gateways 108b and 108c also have users 104b.
105b, 106b and users 104c. 105c, 106c, respectively). Since
the gateway 108a physically resides at the organization, the
gateway typically sits behind a firewall of the organization.
Thus, the users 104a, 105a, 106a can communicate with the
gateway 108a using the same secure intranet that they use for
other communications within that organization. Organiza
tions can be configured so that certain personnel have varying
levels of access and visibility to the functionalities of the
gateway 108. For example, the functionalities of the gateway
108 may be transparent to employee-type user clients and not
for administrative-type user clients.
In certain cases, end-users are allowed to access the data

center 101 directly. These types of users can be an individual
104d and professional 105d(institutional users 106 are gen
erally required to access a data center through a gateway).
Users 104d. 105d can access the data center 101 using, for
example, a browser interface operating on a client computer
to access one or more web applications 102 on the data center.
The users 104d. 105d can connect to the data center 101 using
Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) or some other remote secure protocol to access the data
center. For users 104d. 105d., a gateway is not needed and the
data center processes all outgoing and incoming communi
cations for these types of user clients. User accounts may have
different levels of functionality. However, since a user client
104d. 105d access the data center without a gateway, they
may or may not be able to benefit from the same functional
ities that a user 104a, 105a, 106a could with a gateway 108a.

8
sage text per se. For example, communication may consist
with a user posting a content file on the database and sharing
access of the file with other users. Thus, while most commu
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“communication.”
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As used herein, the term “communication' will refer

broadly to any piece of information shared between a sending
party and a receiving party. In some embodiments, a commu
nication will include a message that can be similar to a con
ventional SMTP message that is sent and received in the
traditional messaging sense. However, most embodiments of
the invention will have messages formatted according to SMP
protocol, which is configured differently than conventional
SMTP messaging, described below. The present invention
also contemplates that certain communications can be com
posed without requiring that a sending party compose mes

nications will likely require Some sort of message body Such
that the terms “communication' and “message' can be used
substantially interchangeably, it should be understood that
the present invention has significantly broader abilities than
have traditionally been associated with conventional elec
tronic messaging. However, generally as used herein and in
the accompanying drawings, reference to the term “message'
should be understood to be interchangeable with the term
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Gateways can also have different configurations than a
deployed gateway 108, as depicted in FIG. 1A. In one alter
native embodiment, a data center 113 hosts a gateway 112 to
form a hostedgateway 114 where the gateway does not physi
cally reside at an organization. Users 104e, 105e, 106e com
municate with the hosted gateway via a client computer using
Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) or some other remote secure protocol to access the
hosted gateway 114. The hosted gateway configuration can,
in some situations, provide better flow control and adminis
trative behaviors between the gateway 112 and data center
113. In another alternative embodiment, a user client 104f is
shown having a gateway client 107 residing on the client to
provide standard messaging functionalities as well as the new
communication and messaging functionalities provided by
the gateway and/or data center of the present invention.
Where a gateway and/or data center is used to process an
outgoing message, advantageously this can prevent unwanted
messages from even being sent into the network which dras
tically reduces the burden on the recipient to find methods for
filtering out unwanted messages. The gateway provides a
“bridge' or connection between communication from an
organization to another location within (e.g., to another gate
way) or without (e.g., to data center) the organization. The
gateway does stateful inspection on inbound SMTP traffic,
provides verifications, approvals, categorization, prioritiza
tion, modification of the message content, and the like,
depending on defined rule sets all before the message is even
sent outside the gateway. After performing this analysis, the
message is then sent to the data center for rendering the
message to the recipient.
The data center 101 can also provide many of the function
alities of the gateway 108. However, the data center 101 is not
defined by an organization perse and can serve many gate
ways 108, hosted gateways 114, and/or user clients 104d.
105d. 104f. The data center is a data management system that
stores messages, notifies users, provides secure authentica
tion to incoming users, and allows other users to interact and
transact communications, all of which can be occurring out
side of a gateway or a specific organization itself.
Depending on how and where a message is stored, the
gateway 108 and/or data center 101 can contain storage capa
bilities for storing and accessing information related to mes
sages. The data center 101 includes various storage reposito
ries 111a. Similarly, gateway 108a is shown being able to
access storage repositories 111b. In one embodiment, the
gateway 108a communicates with a communication service
122 that acts as a broker and load-balancer for the data center

101 and network. In other words, the communication service
65

122 may not accept inbound communication at busy times,
etc. Once an inbound request to store message data has been
accepted by the communication service 122, but the network
traffic is considered less than ideal, the message data is
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data center or to another gateway. The TSR can verify the
location of the sending gateway, ensure that a license is in
good standing and issue a temporary key which will then be
used by the sending gateway to open a connection to the data
center. This frees up the data center network to receiving only
authenticated inbound sending requests by ensuring that only
authenticated gateways with the proper key can Successfully
connect to servers located in the data center. 2) A secondary
function of the TSR is to provide a robust and scalable way to

spooled at the gateway for further delivery into the proper
repository 111b. The spooling is also handled via a separate
service (not shown).
As shown in FIG. 1A, the data center can have various

hardware configurations. For example, the data center 101
can be a central access point, or the data center 113 can host
a gateway. In another embodiment, aspects of the data center
123 can reside internally in an organization 109 any of these
configurations can have a clustered and/or redundant distrib
uted data center topology. Much of the following description
will describe a single data center 101 for purposes of describ
ing the invention; however, the invention is not limited to use
of a single data center and contemplates any of the above
configurations.
Both gateway 108 and data center 101 have the ability to
send and receive communication. When a gateway and/or
data centerprocesses an outgoing message, document or con
tent, it will be referred to as the “sending system.” Further, the
“rendering system” or “receiving system’ will typically be a

10

possible experience when sending and receiving information
on the network and allows for a central user authentication
mechanism.
15

combination of a user client and the data center in that for a

recipient to view a message, a web browser at a user client
(whether going through a gateway or not) accesses a web
application and message components at the data center to
render message to the user. To simplify the description of the
present invention, sending functionalities will be described
with regard to the gateway 108 while many of the rendering
functionalities will be described with regard to the data center

25

101.

The network 100 includes a trusted sender registry (TSR)
110 that provides authorization and/or validation of sending
entities, such as gateways 108, hosted gateway 114, and/or
user clients 104d, 105d, 104? to send a message through the
data center. The TSR 110 includes a database 124 containing
information on authorized gateways or sending systems, an
authorization processor 126 to evaluate whether an authori
Zation request from a sending system can be authorized or a
validation request from a rendering system can be validated,
and a key generator 128 to generate a temporary key that
allows an authorized sending system to open a connection to
the data center to complete the sending process.
Much of the purpose of the architecture of the invention is
to prevent unwanted email to even enter the network bounded
by the data center 101 and gateways 108, 114, 107 and user
clients 104d. 105d. 104f. The TSR serves a valuable stopgap
function to ensure that only authorized senders can send
messages through a gateway and onto the data center. For
example, when a gateway 108a prepares to send a message
originating from a user client 104a, 105a, 106a, the gateway
communicates with TSR 110 to verify that the sending system
is an authorized gateway. Optionally, the TSR 110 can also
Verify the sending user client is an authorized sender, and the
recipient user client is an authorized recipient. Thus, in one
aspect, the TSR 110 can be responsible for maintaining the
identity of user clients, or, more broadly users in general, as
well as identification information for gateways 108, hosted
gateways 114, and/or client gateways 107. The TSR 110 can
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While the TSR 110 is shown in FIG. 1A as physically
located outside the data center 101, the TSR 110 could be part
of the data center. However, one advantage of having the TSR
located physically separate from the data center is that the
TSR can operate in a distributed manner. For example, a TSR
can be located within a particular geographic region which
can access a data center anywhere in the world that is in
real-time sync with other TSRs. Furthermore, a distributed
TSR configuration can be globally based to provide redun
dancy in case of network failures. Having a distributed TSR
can contribute to dynamic load balancing by dynamically
tracking users and gateways.
Whena gateway 108 is first associated with an organization
(e.g., organization 109), the TSR 110 maintains identifying
information about the gateway to respond to queries about
whether a gateway is authorized to send messages or is a valid
gateway. The gateway 108 is associated with a physical IP
address of the organization and a MAC address and requires
a valid licensing key to activate. Thus, even if someone tried
to fraudulently relocate the gateway 108 a different location
and had a valid licensing key, such attempts would be unsuc
cessful because the location of the gateway and its corre
sponding IP address would not match the entry in the TSR,
causing the TSR to reject inbound connections from the
fraudulently-used gateway.
When a gateway desires to send a message to the data
center, the gateway connects to the TSR and sends an autho
rization request to the TSR. The authorization request
includes identifying information about the gateway and,
optionally, about the sender and/or recipients. In some cases,
the authorization request may also include a MAC address to
make Sure a network card is authenticated and/or an IP
address to ensure that the device is in a correct location. For

50
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serve a similar function when the data center 101 desires to

render messages to users or to otherwise send outgoing mes

example, if the message comes from a rack of servers having
a message generator capable of generating millions of mes
sages rather thana basic user client computer, the TSR may be
more interested in identifying the MAC address and/or IP
address. The TSR may also check that a message is formatted
using proper format, Such as a custom header. In yet another
embodiment, the gateway may present a digital certificate in
the authorization request instead of or in addition to other
identifying information, such as the MAC address or IP
address. Other types of uniquely identifying information can
be used, as will be understood to those of skill in the art. Once

SageS.

The TSR 110 provides an added layer of security, redun
dancy and reliability to the messaging features of the present
invention. The TSR provides at least two key aspects to secure
communication methods of the present invention: 1) The TSR
provides a robust two-way authentication mechanism for
gateways on the network. This is accomplished by having a
sending or requesting gateway first contact a TSR before the
sending gateway can Successfully open a connection to the

authenticate users and direct communication from the users
to the nearest server. This allows the user to have the fastest

60
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the TSR validates a gateway, the TSR gives the gateway a
temporary key to open a connection to the data center.
FIG. 1B depicts one exemplary authorization protocol per
formed by the gateway and TSR before the gateway is
allowed to open a connection to the network (e.g., data center)
to send a message. At 150, a TSR receives an authorization
request from a gateway. In one embodiment, the authorization
request includes a gateway ID, password, an IP address, MAC
address, and licensing key. An authorization request may also
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include a digital certificate which is unique to a given gateway
and encrypts the authorization request while in transit. The
authorization request may further include identifying infor
mation of the sender and/or recipients of the message. Essen
tially, the authorization request can contain any information
that the TSR uses to verify that the gateway is trusted.
At 152, the TSR checks the authorization request, such as
gateway ID and password combination, the IP address, and
MAC address, against information about trusted gateways
maintained by the database of the TSR to determine if there is
a match. Checking the authorization request can also include
the TSR determining whether the licensing key is valid, a
digital certificate is valid, whether the sender and/or recipi
ents are valid, and the like. Checking a digital certificate may
further includes sending a request to a digital certificate
authority to validate the digital certificate and receiving a
response to the digital certificate validation request. The TSR
may then store the validated digital certificate in its database
to respond to future validation requests from the data center.
At 154, if the information in the authorization request com
ports with an authorized gateway, the TSR generates a tem
porary key. At 156, the TSR sends the key to the requesting
gateway which is then used by the gateway to open a connec
tion to one or more servers on the network (i.e., one or more
data centers).
Similarly, FIG.1C illustrates an exemplary validation pro
tocol when a receiving system (such as a data center) receives
a request to make a connection from a sending system (Such
as a gateway). At 160, the data center can query the TSR with
a validation request to validate a gateway that desires to send
a message through the data center. At 162, the TSR evaluates
the validation request against information stored in the data
base of the TSR to ensure that the identified gateway is valid.
The TSR can optionally determine whether the gateway has
attempted to make a connection to the data center within a
given amount of time from receiving a key from the TSR. In
one embodiment, the validation request may include a digital
certificate proffered by the gateway that desires to send a
message through the data center. At 164, if the validation
request comports with information corresponding to a valid
gateway, the TSR sends a validation notice to the data center.
If the TSR has previously validated a digital certificate of the
gateway, the TSR can compare the proffered digital certificate
with valid digital certificate data stored in the database of the
TSR. The data center than thus be assured that it is receiving
a connection request from a valid gateway. This also allows
the data center to restrict IP addresses for computers that are
known to make invalid requests to the TSR and put them on a
watch list or Suspend certain end-user accounts.
When an individual user 104d. 105d accesses the data

12
ticate with the TSR by passing the user client’s username,
password, MAC address, IP address, and/or any other authen
tication information to the TSR before the user client is

allowed to view messages. This may be the case in a system
where the user client accesses messages using a POP or IMAP
Solution.

Various sending configurations will now be described
based on the architecture described above. First, as shown in
10

which the data center serves as a center for communication.
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gateway to the data center can use a SMTP-to-SMP conver
Sion. This situation may be beneficial where a receiving orga
nization desires to have communications coming through the
data center also delivered to an internal network via SMTP/

a SSL or TLS connection to determine whether the individual
is trusted without the TSR. Further whenauser client wants to
55

connection can also authenticate an individual user 104d.

105d to compose and/or send messages through the data
center. However, since the TSR could be configured in a
distributed manner (much like the DNS system), the TSR can
serve as a global user directory/registry. In this configuration,

The authorization process for sending messages in this con
figuration has been discussed above in detail.
Second, shown in FIG. 1E, the gateway 108b can commu
nicate with another gateway 108c. In a gateway-to-gateway
communication, the sending gateway verifies itself and its
right to communicate on the network by first contacting the
TSR to receive a temporary key to open a connection to the
receiving gateway. The sending gateway then opens a con
nection to the receiving gateway, encrypting the information
using SSL or TLS and further obfuscating the communication
using the SMP protocol. The gateway-to-gateway messaging
configuration can be used in many situations where entities of
an organization may be located in different geographic
regions (e.g., a global corporation). Gateway-to-gateway
communication can conceivably be used to communicate
intra-company (e.g., one global division to another, or parent
to subsidiary), but is not limited to this particular use. Various
levels of complexity are possible when an organization
adopts more than one gateway. Communication from all orga
nization gateways may communicate with a master gateway
or other hierarchy before going to the data center, the master
gateway being able to override local settings if necessary. The
gateway-to-gateway configuration can also be used to proxy
SMTP messages from onegateway to another by taking unen
crypted inbound SMTP messages, encrypting the message,
and sending to another gateway without using SMP protocol.
Any of these sending configurations can operate in parallel.
For example, as shown in FIG. 1E, a hub-spoke communica
tion and gateway-to-gateway communication could happen
simultaneously where a sending gateway 108B sends a mes
sage both to the receiving gateway 108c using SMTP and to
the data center 101 using SMP. That is, the communication
from gateway-to-gateway can use normal SMTP with no
conversion to SMP, while the communication between the

center, the data center can generally perform a validation over
access a message in their inbox whether indirectly through a
gateway or directly to the data center, there does not neces
sarily have to be a TSR authentication step for the user client
to view messages. Further, a validation over a SSL or TLS

FIG. 1D, any number of gateways 108a, 108b. 108c, hosted
gateways 114 and user clients 104d. 105d. 104f can commu
nicate with data center 101 in a hub/spoke configuration in

60

POP/IMAP. for example if the organization has a storage
based system, or wants to use conventional SMTP-based
messaging to view delivered messages.
Third, in a hybrid configuration shown in FIG. 1F, the
gateway 108c can communicate with a hosted gateway 114,
or vice versa. When either gateway 108c or hosted gateway
114 attempts to send a message, the sending gateway must
validate with the TSR, such as using methods described above
to ensure that the sending gateway is a trusted sender. Since
the hosted gateway 114 has components of a gateway and a
data center, the hosted gateway 114 can process the commu

the TSR can direct the user client to the nearest data center

nication at the data center 113 or send it on to another data

server. Further, the TSR could also be used to authenticate

center 101. If the hosted gateway 114 processes the message
at the data center 113, no additional authentication step is
necessary. However, if the hosted gateway 114 passes the
message to another data center 101, the hosted gateway 114

sending user clients, recipient user clients, and sending gate
ways and recipient gateways for all messages to and/or from
the data center. In one embodiment, a user client can authen
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proceeds to authenticate itself with the TSR to open a con
nection to the data center 101.

As mentioned above, conventional messaging mechanisms
used to attempt to secure an SMTP message do not prevent
spamming, phishing attacks, and the like. Conventional mes
saging systems place the burden on the recipient to identify
which messages are legitimate and which are unsolicited.
Such security measures typically require specialized software
to be placed at both the sender and the recipient side so that the
two points can communicate with each other. One advantage
of the invention is that specialized software is not required to
be downloaded at the user clients. Another advantage of the
present invention is that the encryption of the information
traveling through the secure network occurs at more than one
level. Encryption occurs at the network level (using SSL or
TLS), at the application level (by the application and database
servers), and at the protocol level (using the TSR), thereby
ensuring the most robust and secure mechanism possible for
safeguarding data. A key benefit of this approach is that users
do not have to installany software at their client computers to
benefit from the added security.
II. Gateway
The details of the gateway 108 will now be described in
further detail. As mentioned above, the gateway 108 serves as
a bridge between an organization’s existing messaging sys
tem and the data center 101. This allows the organization to
take advantage of the enhanced messaging functionalities of
the present invention. FIG. 2A depicts a high-level overview
of exemplary software architecture of a gateway 200.
In one embodiment, the gateway 200 is able to provide
conventional messaging functionalities as well as new mes
saging functionality according to teachings of the present
invention. Thus, the gateway 200 can act as a mail server to
allow users to generate, send and receive SMTP-based email,
for example, by having an embedded mail server 202, such as
SMTP or daemon (SMTPd). A SMTP service 203 can pro
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vide the traditional functionalities of an mail server. The mail

server 202 also includes a POP3 service 204 to provide for a
return-path for certain messages, notification uses from the
gateway and for compatibility with typical MUAs such as

40

Thunderbird or Microsoft Outlook. The POP3 Service 204 is

one example of platform-dependent technology that can be
integrated into the gateway 200 so that the gateway can easily
be used by users of any email service. POP3 allows MUAs to
query the gateway 200 using standard protocols and requests
to see if any new messages have arrived for a user. The user's
messages may or may not be stored on the gateway's POP3

45

SeVe.

Gateway 200 also includes authentication module 206
which operates with a user account database 208 to verify that
only users authorized to use the gateway have access. The
user account database 208 can be physically located at the
gateway or can be remotely accessed by the gateway. In one
embodiment, the user account database could be part of the
TSR (FIG. 1A). A delivery agent 210 verifies that a recipient
identified in a message is an authenticated recipient, option
ally using the TSR.
Further, the delivery agent 210 can route unsecured com
munications. Identifying unsecured communications can
allow an organization to have greater flexibility on how mes
sages are sent to certain recipients. For example, a newsletter
may be sent from a gateway to a recipient using SMTP while
a statement is sent to the same recipient in a secure manner
using SMP. If the sender specifies that a message is to be sent
in an unsecured manner, a remote manager 212 routes the
message to conventional, unsecured messaging pathways,
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such as SMTP. For unsecured messages that are sent from
gateway 200, sending of the message is logged by message
logging and delivery notifications 242, a copy of the message
may or may not stored at repository 228 and is sent along to an
outgoing SMTP server for eventual dissemination to the
recipient via SMTP. Additional details will be discussed
below on how this accomplished, but this example shows that
preliminary routing can be beneficial.
If the user specifies a secure delivery, a content analyzer
214 performs additional processing on a message to carry out
a variety of complex mail processing tasks. These content
analyzer tasks can include, but are not limited to, searching
for symbols, patterns, expressions or keywords (i.e., any
phrase or character string) in the outbound communication to
identify confidential material. The content analyzer 214 pro
vides intelligence to modify an initial status of a protocol
attribute (e.g., message type, priority, confidentiality, or cat
egory status) of the message based on one or more predeter
mined conditions. One of the predetermined conditions can
include parsing the content of the message to determine one
or more keywords contained in the message or content files of
the message. For example, if the content analyzer 214 iden
tifies the term “payment due in the message, the content
analyzer may modify a category attribute in the metadata of
the message (described below) from uncategorized message
to "Business Important. Automatically modifying a protocol
attribute of a message can change the timing by which the
message is sent as well as how the message is stored and
organized both for senders and recipients. In this example,
when a recipient views this message, the message will be
automatically prioritized, categorized and searchable based
on its new category.
The content analyzer 214 could also search for certain
keywords and dynamically add content to the message. Such
content can be in the message body itself or can add content
files to the message. For example, if a message contained a
FedEx tracking number, the content analyzer 214 could auto
matically add additional content to the message from a third
party site showing the package's location enroute, thus actu
ally changing the message content itself. In another example,
finding the term "directions' in the message can generate new
message body text, “Here are the directions to my office.” and
attach a content file to the message containing a map of the
directions generated from a third party web application.
When a user accesses this message, the message would be
rendered with this additional content. The content analyzer
214 could also match content in the message to rule sets
defined by the organization’s own servers or from the inter
net. Thus, the content analyzer can include matchers that
match mail messages against certain conditions. The content
analyzer can also be a vehicle for logically extending message
and document delivery to include application or content
delivery that is needed by a particular organization.
The content analyzer 214 could also look for indicia of
spam to detect unwanted outbound messages. For example,
even though the sender may be legitimate, perhaps the user's
machine has been compromised (e.g., by a virus or bot) and
should not be allowed to connect to the data center to send
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messages into the system.
The content analyzer 214 is able to direct message traffic to
other processes for further filtering as depicted by filter 216.
The messages can be filtered to identify potentially unwanted
or unsolicited material. By filtering the message, certain
unsolicited messages can be identified and flagged for further
review before these types of messages are sent outside the
organizational boundary. The filter 216 can require, depend
ing on the condition, a return path to the sender for all com
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where
necessary.
Advantageously,
analyzing the message
munication or message sending requests so that the filter 216
can send a return confirmation message or communication to before the message is even sent provides assurance to the
the sender. The confirmation message can include an embed recipients that the message has been evaluated for spam or
ded link that, when selected by the user, shows the user the other behaviors, as well as eliminates network resources by
message details, and requires a sender to manually approve a preventing messages from proliferating through the network
message before it is sent through the gateway 200. Further, when they are likely unwanted in the first place.
this may ensure that the message was not machine-generated,
In other words, the secure messaging processing 221 per
and may further require the sender to solve a captcha forms the function of transforming an SMTP message into or
sequence. This validation process is not found in conven to generate an original message in a format (referred to as
tional SMTP-based email technology and has the effect of 10 SMP) and generating metadata for the message that is under
greatly improving the quality of information sent through the stood by the data center. The gateway enhances the data
network, and perhaps, more importantly, prevents messages center's ability to load balance, categorize, prioritize, filter,
from leaving the gateway 200 that might be maliciously gen process, etc. inbound communication. Note that in some
embodiments, a message will be originally formatted in the
erated (e.g., by a virus or bot).
The filter 216 can also provide even greater control over 15 SMP format and that additional reformatting will not be nec
information flowing into the network by monitoring the num essary. For example, this is the case for users who access the
ber of recipients associated with messages sent from the data center to compose messages since the message will
gateway 200 at a given time or over a given period. If a large automatically be generated using SMP format.
After this sendside message processing 221, the message
number of recipients is detected, the gateway 200 sends a
return confirmation message back to the sender with an content and metadata is stored in repository 228. Where the
embedded link that a user can select to view message details message is going to be only temporarily stored in repository
to Verify that the sender indeed wanted to send a message to 228, the message may be stored without parsing and separat
Such a large number of recipients. The return confirmation ing the message into its constituent parts. However, there may
message can also include a mechanism that requires a sender be situations where the message content and metadata is
to prove they are a person Such as a manual approval, Solving 25 parsed and stored in its constituent parts either temporarily or
a captcha sequence, and the like.
permanently in databases in repository 228 at the gateway.
A spool manager 218 stores the message in spool 220 for Thus, repository 228 can be similar or the same as repository
further processing based on, for example, filtering rules. For 111a depicted in FIG. 1A. In embodiments where the mes
example, if filter 214 determines that the message appears to sage is to be stored elsewhere, for example, in repository 111a
be appropriate to send to the identified recipient, the message 30 of data center 101 (see FIG. 1A), the message is temporarily
is sent to spool 220 for further processing.
stored in repository 228 at the gateway and then one or more
Additional secure message processing can occur at block portions of the message is sent and stored at repository 111a
221. In certain situations, a parser 222 can parse an SMTP of data center 101.
message and separate the components of an SMTP message
The send agent 230 performs the function of monitoring
into its constituent parts into the unique message format of the 35 the network traffic and determining which messages stored in
present invention. As discussed below, the unique message the repository 228 to send out from the gateway at any given
format enables many functions for reducing system time. Urgent messages may be sent immediately and non
resources. Thus, the parser 222 can convert an SMTP mes urgent messages may be queued up for delivery when the
sage into a separate SMTP header, SMTP message body network is not busy or is ready to handle the incoming traffic.
and/or SMTP attachments, along with generating metadata 40 A logging module and delivery notifications module 242
that corresponds to the new message format. In embodiments monitors sending of the message to the data center and stores
where the components of the message are to be permanently delivery notifications from the data center. The logging mod
stored at the gateway, the parser 222 may perform an addi ule and delivery notifications module 242 also monitors
tional step of initiating storing the message components in access of the message and stores read receipt confirmations
45 from the gateway when a recipient actually views a message
databases in repository 228, described below.
A compose module 223 at the gateway allows user client to and/or performs any other activity on the message. Where
compose an original message that may or may not be format aspects of the message are stored at the gateway, the logging
ted in SMTP. When the original message is not formatted in module and delivery notification module 242 may further
SMTP, the original message is formatted using the unique server to generate delivery notifications and/or read receipts
separable data structure with an SMP header and one or more 50 as necessary.
Based on the foregoing architecture, the gateway 200 per
tabulation elements, described below. In addition, metadata is
generated and associated with the original message.
forms a number of functions. One aspect of the gateway is to
A rule manager 224 analyzes messages against rules that serve as a boundary to a secure network, authenticating users
identify predetermined conditions to modify and/or generate to access the network. The gateway further performs exten
additional metadata. The rules may be specific to a sender or 55 sive analysis of all outgoing messages which can affect how
organization. For example, if message type of the message is and when the message is sent from the gateway including,
a “statement” document, the rule manager 224 may automati performing verifications, analyzing messages against pre
cally set metadata associated with the document, Such as a defined rule sets, dynamically modifying metadata and/or
category attribute, to be a “statement” so that the document is content as necessary, obtaining appropriate approvals from
automatically stored according to its categorization by either 60 senders and/or administrators, performing load balancing
the sending system and/or rendering system.
functions, and performing aggregation functions for the orga
A pre-sending evaluation module 226 further perform veri nization. Many factors can affect when and how a message is
fication, approval, load-balancing and aggregation functions,
sent from a gateway including the type of message, the con
which are describe further below. These functions evaluate
tent of the message, user preferences, past sending history to
metadata attributes to determine whether or not a message 65 a particular recipient, the recipient’s behavior pattern in read
should be sent from the gateway into the secure network and ing and/or discarding of messages, the networkload, and the
can generate and/or modify metadata and/or message content like. Certain undesirable circumstances prevent messages
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from being sent, preventing unwanted messages from even
being sent into the network in the first instance. This serves to
preserve network resources as well as provide end-users with
a highly satisfactory experience in viewing only messages
that are of value to the end-user. The gateway serves addi
tional functions of storing data relating to outgoing messages
as well as providing users with conventional messaging func
tionality where desired.
III. Data Center

10

The data center includes a variety of application and data
base servers which, among other things, is responsible for
receiving, analyzing, storing, managing, generating, and
delivering messages to one or more users. The data center also
allows a user to access their information from any location,
anywhere in the world, provided that Internet connectivity is
available. As depicted in FIG.2B, the data center 250 receives
inbound messages from a sender 252 (e.g., using a gateway)
and renders messages to a recipient 254. While sender 252
and recipient 254 are shown as separate entities, in one
embodiment, sender 252 and recipient 254 could be the same
client computer.
A listener component 256 handles inbound requests from
both user clients indirectly accessing the data center through
gateways and user clients directly accessing the data center
without a gateway. The listener component 256 uses an
authentication layer 258 to authenticate requests to send mes
sages through the data center. In addition, listener component
256 determines the priority of a message, such as by identi
fying information in metadata of the message (discussed
below). The listener component 256 then queues the message
(e.g., using spool 260) depending on the level of priority for
delivery to other parts of the data center. The authentication
layer 258 can also be used to authenticate requests to receive
messages or have messages rendered through the data center,
such as by recipient 254. Generally, the data center will com
municate with a TSR 262 to perform authentication of gate
ways, and with user accounts 264 to perform authentication
of end-user clients. However, the TSR 262 may be used in
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both situations.
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When a request is received by the data center to send a
message, the message is associated with information about
the sender and the intended recipients by looking up various
user account 264 information stored in one or more databases.

The message is then reviewed by a communication or mes
sage analyzer 266 which, among other things, parses the
message into its constituent components. Note that this
assumes that a sender sending the message has previously
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As mentioned below, the communication can include vari

ous components, including metadata, that can be divided and
stored in a series of databases located in a repository 269 and
linked together using a unique message identifier Such as, but
not limited to, pointers, hash IDs, content addressed storage,
or other referencing mechanisms. The repository 269 is a
relational database using one or more database servers and
includes an index 270 to lookup the particular database stor
ing aspects of the message. In one embodiment, the databases
can be configured as lookup tables. The databases shown
include an SMP metadata database 271, an SMTP message
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database 272, an SMTP header database 273, an SMTP mes
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sage body database 274, an SMTP attachment database 275,
an SMP header database 276, an SMP tabulation element

stored in databases 272,273, 274, 275,276, 277,278 and/or

279. The rendering service 286 returns the message content to
be rendered by a browser on the recipient computer. After a
recipient views a message, the rendering system generates a
read receipt. The read receipt can be stored at in logging
metadata 282 or sent back to the sending system for storage.
In one embodiment, storing the read receipts at the sending
system allows an organization to maintain all customer mes
sage activity in one location.
In addition, logging metadata 282 monitors each access of
the databases in the repository when users request to perform
other actions on each component of the message such as, but
not limited to, viewing, forwarding, replying, deleting, recall
ing, and the like. Furthermore, the rendering service 286 can
monitor when a user hovers over a component regardless of
whether the user selected content or not and store that action

in the logging metadata 282. Monitoring of hovering over a
particular are or portion of a communication is performed
using a JavaScript method that sends information back to the
data center via AJAX using the XMLHTTP request header

obtained authorization to connect to the data center. In some

cases, a message may be composed by an end-user client
using a compose module 268 at the data center. The compose
module communicates with the message analyzer to properly
manage the message.
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database 277, a precursor metadata database 278, and a pre
cursor content database 279. As described below, various
messaging configurations are provided using the unique mes
sage construct of the present invention. Thus, a series of
databases are provided to be able to accommodate these vari
ous messaging configurations.
Additional metadata is generated upon delivery of the mes
sage, and stored in logging metadata 282. The logging meta
data 282 is typically stored at the same location as the other
components of the message, but could also be stored else
where. A delivery record is recorded for each message. Thus,
even if the user decides to delete the message, a record that the
message was delivered is always maintained. A delivery con
firmation is also sent via a reporting module 284 to the sender
to confirm that the message has been delivered to the user
account. Where the message is stored at the data center, a
delivery receipt and read receipt is sent to the gateway via a
return path identified by the gateway. In the case where the
message is sent directly using the compose module 268
(through a web interface) on the data center, a delivery receipt
to the sender is not necessary since it will be stored directly in
repository 269 at the data center.
When a recipient 254 requests to view messages (e.g.,
using a browser on a client computer), the recipient is authen
ticated through authentication layer 258. A rendering service
286 then accesses the recipient’s inbox 290 associated with a
user account 264. When the recipient 254 selects one of the
messages to view, a request is made to the repository 269
which uses index 270 to access the message components

60

method.

Reporting module 284 can provide logging reports to
sender 252 as to which recipients viewed each component of
the message and at the specific time, and report on other
actions that were taken on the components of the message,
Such as viewing, forwarding, replying, deleting, recalling,
and the like. Further, the reporting module 284 can provide
information on generations of forwarding the message or
components of the message to other third parties and the
activities performed by these Subsequent generations on the
message or components of the message, described further
below.

As discussed above, users who are part of an organization
having a gateway can send and view messages by using the
gateway to connect to the data center. However, the data
center also allows users who are not part of an organization to
access the data center and send/receive messages thereon.
The difference is that the data center is a web-based applica
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The communication 300A can also include any number of

tion and can serve as a hub for communications between

organizations and individuals. Much of what occurs on the
gateway when a sender composes and sends a message is
related to how the message is ultimately rendered to a recipi

tabulation elements 306a to 306 n. As used herein, the term

“tabulation element generally refers to a data structure con
figured to hold content. Examples of tabulation content can be
textual content similar to message bodies of conventional
SMTP messages, or can be “content files. Such as, but not
limited to, documents, videos, images, Vcards, email entries,

ent at the data center. Therefore, most of the same function

alities for sending/rendering messages to users having a gate
way are also available to users who connect directly to the
data center, including configuring the data center to operate
with conventional SMTP or the novel SMP protocols
described herein.

IV. Separable Message Data Structure
With reference to FIG. 3A, one aspect of the invention is
that a message generated according to SMP protocol is dis
tinct from a conventional SMTP message. With SMTP mes
saging, the SMTP message includes an SMTP header, an
SMTP message body, and one or more attachments, all of
which are an integral part of the SMTP message data structure
and are inseparable. In addition, SMTP attachments are
coupled to a SMTP message using MIME (Multi-purpose
Internet Mail Extensions) that essentially munges binary data
onto the body of the SMTP message. When an email appli
cation reads through the SMTP message body, it identifies the
binary data that is encoded with MIME and generates a file for
the data until the MIME encoding ends. The email application
then renders the MIME code as an SMTP attachment along
with basic properties of the SMTP attachment, such as its size
and number of bytes. However, because the binary data asso
ciated with the attachment is munged onto the body of the
message, it is very problematic to manage and find informa
tion; essentially, conventional email systems require the end
user to know What message a given attachment was associated
with and provide no assistance in finding or managing the
documents or attachments, separate from the message itself.
In contrast, the present invention provides messages using
an entirely different paradigm for handling all content for a
message that gives users enhanced messaging functionality.
As used herein, the term “message' without an “SMTP
indicator typically refers to the unique communication data
structure that will now be described, which provides many
advantages above and beyond what conventional SMTP mes
saging is able to provide.
FIG. 3A depicts a conceptual diagram of an exemplary

URLs, audio files, and the like. Content files are similar to
“attachments of conventional SMTP. The SMP metadata
10

element.

15

and the at least one tabulation element 306a in a tabular form

another embodiment, tabulation element can be reflected as
25

an “attachment,” such that the SMP protocol in the SMP
metadata 304 can instruct the rendering system to render the
tabulation element as another attachment to the SMTP mes

sage body 302b or, alternatively, to another tabulation ele
ment.
30

The embodiment of FIG. 3A may be used where it is
desired to implement SMP functionality while at the same
time preserving certain aspects of the SMTP message. The
separable nature of the components of communication 300A
allows for various sending and storing configurations using
the gateway and data center, as have been and will be

35

described herein.
FIG. 3B illustrates an embodiment where an SMTP mes
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sage is parsed into its constituent components (e.g., by the
gateway). Conventional SMTP messaging requires the mes
sage components to be integrated together, whereas, in the
present invention, there is no Such requirement. Thus, a com
munication 300B shows SMTP header 302a, SMTP message
body 302b and SMTP attachment 302c as distinct compo
nents. This allows, in one example, the SMTP message body
302b to be stored and accessed from the data center while the
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The communication 300A also includes SMP metadata
304. The SMP metadata 304 is a file that contains information
about the communication 300A that can be used to determine

sending functionality as well as rendering functionality.
When analyzed at a sending system, the SMP metadata 304
can determine a timing by which the message is sent, a pri
ority by which the message is sent, where components of the
message will be stored, whether the message will be sent
securely or not, whether the message will be sent protected or
not, and the like. When analyzed at a rendering system, the
SMP metadata 304 can determine how the message should be
rendered to a recipient, categories by which the message
should be stored, access rights for a recipient to view, reply to,
forward, delete, or perform other activity on the message, and
the like. Thus, the SMP metadata contains protocol attributes
that are generated using SMP protocol and can be interpreted
using SMP protocol.

Adding at least one tabulation element 306a can alter the
way the original SMTP message 302 is rendered to a recipi
ent. For example, when there is at least one tabulation element
306a associated with an SMTP message 302, the SMP pro
tocol in the SMP metadata 304 may instruct a rendering
system to render the content of the SMTP message body 302b
as tabulated pages. In the example of FIG. 3A, the SMTP
attachment 302c would appear as an attachment in the tabu
lated page containing the SMTP message body 302b. In

communication 300. A communication 300A includes an

SMTP message 302 having an SMTP header 302a, an SMTP
message body 302b, and, optionally, an SMTP attachment
302c. This embodiment shows an SMTP message 302 having
a conventional SMTP message data structure with the SMTP
header, SMTP message body, and SMTP attachment com
bined together.

304 can also include information specific to that tabulation
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SMTP attachment 302 is stored and accessed from the gate
way. Other variations are possible with this unique data struc
ture. The SMP metadata 304 provides instructions on how to
send, store, and/or render each component of the message. In
addition, any number of tabulation elements 306a through
306n can be defined for the communication 300. The sepa
rable nature of the components of communication 300B
allows for various sending and storing configurations using
the gateway and data center, as have been and will be
described herein.
FIG. 3C illustrates an embodiment of a communication

310 that does not include SMTP messaging structure. FIG.
3C shows a communication 310 that includes a SMP header
312 that can function similar to a SMTP header in that it
60

65

identifies some of the same information (such as sender,
recipient(s), date of sending, etc.), but was not generated in
association with an SMTP message. That is, it is generated as
a separate component from the rest of the message as opposed
to initially being generated as part of other components of the
message. Communication 310 also includes SMP metadata
314 and can include one or more tabulation elements 316a

through 316in. The separable nature of the components of
communication 310 allows for various sending and storing
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configurations using the gateway and data center, as have
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This message data structure is particularly useful for allow
ing different views of information related to each component
of the message. In addition, the message data structure pro

been and will be described herein.

Thus, a tabulation element is a very versatile structure that
can containabinary file attachment (such as a text document,
image document, and the like), third party content in the form
of a fully qualified URL, or textual information such as that
found in a traditional SMTP message body. The SMP mes
sage data structure 310 described above can facilitate tradi
tional messaging (such as done using SMTP message 302 in
FIG. 3A) in which a first tabulation content 316a contains a
message body and a second tabulation content 316in contains

vides a foundation for multi-dimensional or multi-faceted

communication, described below.

The metadata 304 of the message can include substantially
more information than a standard SMTP header, and can be

separable from other components of the SMP communica
tion. The metadata 304 can contain information on how to
10

a “content file' that is associated or linked with the first
tabulation content such that the second tabulation content is

rendered as an “attachment.” Thus, the term “content file' and

“content file attachment may be used interchangeably.
However, the message data structure 310 also provides for
alternative arrangements. For example, the message may con
tain a SMP header 312 and a single tabulation element 304a
that includes textual content for a message body that is ren
dered in tabulation form. Or, the message data structure 310
may be composed solely of a SMP header 312 and a single

15

tabulation element 304a that includes a content file. In this

scenario, the content file may not be associated with a mes
sage body at all. One example of this is where a communica
tion shares a shareholder update. Conventionally, this is done
by physically mailing a large hardcopy document to share
holders or sending an SMTP message with a file attachment.
With the present invention, no message body is required; a
user can simply send the shareholder update in electronic
format, without also having to send a message body. A com
munication 310 can also be composed solely of SMP header

25

components.
30

312. Thus, the data structure of communication 310 allows

for a higher amount of flexibility than conventional SMTP
structure allow.

In the present invention, the term “content file' is abroader
concept than a simple attachment that has heretofore been
required by SMTP to always be attached to a “message body”
section of the message. The term "send is also broader than
strictly sending a message from a sending system to a receiv
ing system. The term "send’ broadly covers any situation in
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which a user desires to communicate with another user and

can be accomplished by sending a message from a gateway to
a data center, generating a message at the data center and then
sending it to one or more recipients, posting a shared file at the
data center without sending a “message' per se, as well as
other communication configurations. As mentioned above, a
communication can be broader than simple messaging which
is conventionally done using SMTP messaging.
The unique data structure of the communications of the
present invention provides various advantages over conven
tional SMTP message data structures. First, communications
300A, 300B and 310 are shown having a dashed line to
represent that the communication components are relation
ally related to each other but separable. That is, the data
contained in the message components can be sent and/or
stored separately from each other, yet still refer to each other
so that the gateway and/or data center can relate them to the
same message. Thus, the dashed line in communications
300A, 300B and 310 indicate that its components may not
actually be located perse in the same single data structure, but
may be linked by unique identifier, the unique identifier
including, but not limited to, pointers, markers, tags, links, a
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FIG. 3D shows a precursor message 320 that can contain
Some of the same data as the metadata 304 shown as precursor
metadata 322. The precursor metadata 322 provides a mini
mum amount of information that can be used to generate a
precursor message 320. Precursor message 320 also contains
precursor content 324 that is displayed to a recipient when a
precursor message 320 is rendered. For all intents and pur
poses, the precursor message appears to the user as a normal
message in the users inbox. However, the precursor metadata
304 can perform a number of different functions, described
below, to assist in enhanced security and load balancing of
message sending from the gateway.
V. Load Balancing by Data Center
One aspect of the present invention is that all messages can
be stored centrally and do not have to actually be sent to the
user clients for storage. As mentioned above, components of
a message can be separable such that components can be
stored separately or stored together. Components of a mes
sage can reside at a gateway 108, at the data center 101,
and/or, in some cases, at a user client 104, 105, 106. Thus,
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hash ID, or other reference indicators that refer to each com

ponent of the message. In one embodiment, a hash ID (Such as
MD5 hash) may be associated with a communication with
each of the components referring to the hash ID.

render the message, the timing of sending a message, rights
management (Such as which users are allowed to view, for
ward, print, reply to, the message), and how to store and/or
categorize data relating to the message. The metadata 304 can
also include information specific to each component. For
example, the metadata 304 may have protocol attributes that
apply to the message as a whole and protocol attributes that
apply to specific components of the message. Such as indi
vidual tabulation elements. For example, the metadata 304
may have categorization for the message as a whole, while
each specific tabulation element may have a particular Sub
categorization. Thus, each message sent via the secure net
work formed by a gateway and data center will have a meta
data file and one or more content components (i.e., SMTP
message, SMTP header, SMTP message body, SMTP attach
ment, tabulation elements), with the metadata and content
components being generally referred to herein as message
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gateway 108 and data center 101 can include a storage area
network or other repository for storing large amounts of mes
sage information. FIG. 3E illustrates one exemplary method
for centrally storing a message including, at 316, identifying
a message intended for a recipient, the message having a
message data structure defining a metadata and one or more
content components, at 317, relationally associating the
metadata and one or more content components with a unique
identifier, at 318, determining from the metadata of the mes
sage a central storage location to store a single copy of the
message, and at 319, storing the single copy of the message at
the central storage location based on the metadata of the
message. The method further includes, at 320, the central
storage location receiving a request to render the stored mes
sage, at 321, accessing the stored message at the central
storage location, and at 322, rendering the message to two or
more recipients without storing a copy of the message at both
user clients of the two or more recipients. Generally, the
recipient is unaware of how the message is stored. When the
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message components are stored in a central storage location,
all requests to access the message components are made to
that single copy. This assists with load balancing of network
resources by reducing the amount of information being trans
mitted across the network.

With conventional SMTP messaging, in each case of send
ing a message, an actual copy of the message and/or message
content is delivered to each individual recipient and usually
stored in the recipient’s account. So, it can be appreciated that
a message being sent to hundreds of recipients means literally
hundreds of copies of the same message and the attachment
(s) and this results in the given communication taking up a
significant amount of bandwidth and storage space. The
present invention drastically reduces the amount of storage
space required to store messages and greatly reduces the
amount of information traveling through the network.
Thus, in the present invention, the term "send' should be
broadly construed to refer to acts performed by a user to
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communicate with another user, which can include, but is not

limited to, actually delivering a copy of the message to a
recipient of the message or mechanisms which have the
appearance of delivering the message to the recipient of the
message, even if a copy of the message is not stored at the
receiving end.
An exemplary method for parsing an SMTP message into
its constituent components having the unique message data
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structure described above is shown in FIG. 3F, which

includes, at 330, identifying an SMTP message intended for a
recipient, the SMTP message having an SMTP header and an
SMTP message body, at 331, parsing the SMTP message
body to generate a parsed SMTP header and parsed SMTP
message body, at 332, relationally associating the parsed
SMTP header and the parsed SMTP message body using a
unique identifier.
After parsing the SMTP message, at 333, metadata is gen
erated that contains instructions for rendering the parsed
SMTP header and the parsed SMTP message body, the meta
data being relationally associated with the parsed SMTP
header and the parsed SMTP message body using the unique
identifier. At 334, the metadata, the parsed SMTP header, and
parsed SMTP message body are stored in separate databases.
The method also includes, at 336, associating the separate
databases in an index using the unique identifier.
After the message components are stored, the message may
be further rendered to a recipient by associating the message
with an inbox of the intended recipient, receiving a request by
the intended recipient to render the message, using the index
to access the metadata, parsed SMTP header, and parsed
SMTP message body in the separate databases using the
unique identifier, and, rendering the message to the intended
recipient. The method can further include applying similar
parsing steps when the message includes one or more SMTP
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allowed into the network. This extensive review can include
50

one or more tabulation elements, the one or more tabulation
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element and the metadata being separable Such that the one or
more tabulation elements can be delivered together with or
separate from the metadata, while still being able to render at
least Some aspects of the message to the user when at least one
of the metadata or one or more tabulation elements is sent to

a rendering system. At 354, the method further includes rela
tionally associating the metadata and one or more tabulation

generating and/or modifying SMP metadata of a message for
use by the gateway and the data center to perform functions in
accordance with the SMP metadata. In some cases, the review

attachments. In addition, one or more tabulation elements can

be relationally associated with the message and stored and/or
rendered along with the other parsed components.
FIG. 3G illustrates an embodiment for generating a mes
sage without starting from an SMTP message. At 350, gen
erating one or more tabulation elements, and at 352, generat
ing metadata that contains information on how to render the
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elements using a unique identifier, at 356, Storing the meta
data and the one or more tabulation elements in separate
databases, and at 358, associating the separate databases in an
index using the unique identifier.
To render, the message, the method may further include
associating the message with an inbox of the intended recipi
ent, receiving a request by the intended recipient to render the
message, using the index to access the metadata and one or
more tabulation elements in the separate databases using the
unique identifier, and, rendering the message to the intended
recipient.
Conventional SMTP messaging uses the time stamp of a
message to determine whether a document has been changed
or not. In the present invention, instead of using the time
stamp of a message, the data center can determine that Sub
sequent receipt of a document is a duplicate by identifying
that the unique identifier of the components of the message is
the same. If the unique identifier of at least one of the com
ponents of the message is different, then the message has been
changed and the sender may or may not choose to store the
second version of the message. This is accomplished using an
MD5 checksum to verify whether any aspect of the document
has changed, other than the file name.
Also, other information relating to a message beyond the
content of the message can be centrally stored and accessible
by senders and/or recipients. This includes SMP metadata
that may include information about the message. Such as
priorities, categories, message type, sender type, and the like.
This also includes logging metadata that records time/date at
which a message is sent and/or delivered, or additional
actions performed on a message. Such as reads, forwards,
replies, deletes, modification, versions, and the like.
Another advantageous aspect of relational messaging is
that an action taken on the message only needs to occur once,
but the effect carries through to all users associated with the
message. For example, ifa Sender decides to recall a message
the system only has to identify one instance of storage of the
message and can delete the message once.
Vi. Sendside Messaging Protocol (SMP)
The above provides a foundation for the following discus
sion of Sendside Messaging Protocol. Sendside Messaging
Protocol (SMP) refers to the techniques and protocol for
processing and transmitting the outbound message securely
at the sending system (at the gateway), and processing
inbound messages at the rendering system (at the data center)
or another gateway. The SMP process involves extensive
review of a communication before the message is even
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can cause a message to not be sentatall from the gateway. The
following will describe the various types of SMP metadata
that can be included in the message.
FIG. 4 illustrates one example of an XML file 400 that has
been generated for a communication according to SMP pro
tocol. The XML file is only one way to format and transport
SMP metadata. The XML file is another separable component
of each message and can be stored in the same or different
location as the other message components. The XML file can
also be transported in various was such as an attachment to a
conventional SMTP message, which is later parsed, or
already parsed as a separate component from the message.
The XML file 400 includes various protocol attributes of the
message that define instructions on how the message is to be
sent, how the message is to be rendered, and other character
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istics of the message that will now be described below. Vari
ous ways for encoding the attributes in the metadata exist, the
specific manner of doing so is not important so long as the
gateway and/or data center can recognize and process the
attributes. For example, attributes can be represented by code
numbers, keyword tags, values, descriptors, and the like.
As mentioned above, before a sender and/or gateway can
send to a data center, the gateway must authenticate itself,
usually using the TSR. Thus, the XML file 400 may be gen
erated either before or after authorization is received, but in

any case, will not be sent if the sender and/or gateway are not
authorized. The XML file 400 may indicate the XML version
402. The XML file 400 includes gateway information 404
Such as the organization associated with the gateway, the date
sent, and the server on which the gateway is located. The
XML file 400 may also have an SMP indicator 405 that
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indicates to the data center that the XML file 400 is formatted

according to SMP protocol.
The XML file 400 includes Sender information 406. The

sender information can include a “sender type' attribute that,
when identified by the data center, can cause the associated
sender type to be graphically rendered to the recipient of a
message. Advantageously, graphically depicting the sender
type helps a recipient immediately understand the origin of
the message, who is trying to communicate with him/her and
makes the interaction more meaningful and relevant. In one
embodiment, a return path for the delivery notification and
read receipt can be associated with the type attributesender
type attribute so that the data center or other rendering system
can determine where to send reporting information.
The XML file 400 also includes recipient information 408.
The recipient information can include any form of external
address to identify the recipient. As mentioned above, the
external address can be an email address, name, physical
address, telephone number, military ID, social security num
ber, a unique code, and the like, that can be used to send the
communication. With reference to FIG. 5A, one exemplary
method for using an external message includes, at 502, iden
tifying a message to be delivered to a recipient, at 504, iden
tifying an external address in the message, the external
address having identification information for the recipient
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ity settings, or category settings. Information in a SMTP
header or SMP header can be separated out from the rest of
the message by the gateway to be used to send notification
messages to recipients.
Before sending the message, the gateway checks to see if
all of the recipients have user accounts either on another
gateway or on the data center that authorize the recipient to
receive messages through the data center. This is one example
where the TSR can be useful as a global registration system.
If all of the recipients do not yet have user accounts, the
message is stored at the gateway until at least one of them
registers for a user account containing information matching
the external addressing of the message.
The XML file 400 may also have a “priority value”
attribute 410 that indicates whether the message is high,
medium or low priority. This can be defined by the sender, or
can be automatically defined based on other aspects of the
message. Such as the recipient, a message type (statement V.
promotional material), a category type (business important).
The XML file 400 then includes information relative to an
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SMTP message body. The “message tab' attribute 412 relates
to a SMTP message body and can provide information about
the message content that can include a subject and the actual
text of the message. Note that a “message tab” and a tabula
tion element could be used interchangeably, depending on the
messaging configuration (see description for FIGS. 3A
through 3C above).
A first tabulation element attribute 414 indicates that the
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message content in message tab attribute 412 should be ren
dered in tabular form. Additionally, there is a second tabula
tion element 416 containing content that will be displayed in
a second tabulation page. Metadata can also be included to
instruct the rendering system size, font, background color, or
other characteristics of rendering the message content at the
rendering system.
Further, “attachment’ attributes 418 and 420 indicate
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SMTP attachments of the message. For message component
that are not configured as SMTP, a “content file' attribute
could be used to perform a similar function as an attachment
attribute in that it could identify a content file that should be
displayed as an “attachment” to one or more SMTP message

that can be useable to address the communication to a user

bodies or tabulation elements. The attachment attributes con

account of the recipient, the external address not being
restricted to being an email address, at 506, determining
whether the external address corresponds to a user account
that is authorized to receive messages through a trusted net
work, and at 508, performing an action based on determining
that the external address corresponds to an authorized user

tain a description of the content file Such as the name, cat
egory, mime content, and size of a file. Content files can
include, but are not limited to, documents, applications,
images, video, and the like.
A “category’ attribute 419 defines a category with respect
to the content of at least that portion of the message. Each
component of the message can have the same and/or different
category. Categories can include, but are not limited to,
invoices, statements, engagement letters, and the like. In the
example of FIG. 4, the “category” is “balance'. FIG. 5B
illustrates an exemplary method for categorizing messages
including, at 510, identifying a message to be delivered to a
rendering system, at 512, identifying at least a portion of the
message to be categorized, at 514, setting a category attribute
in metadata associated with the at least a portion of the mes
sage to be a particular category, and at 516, performing one or
more actions based on the category attribute. Categorization
can affect various aspects of how the message is configured
and rendered to the recipient, and, in some cases, can be
dynamically set depending on other settings of the message.
Although not shown, other ways to categorize a message or
portions of the message are by industry and role. Exemplary
industry categories include, but are not limited to banking,
health care, legal, personal, and the like. More specific Sub
categories can also be defined within these general industry
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acCOunt.

In some cases, selecting a recipient can automatically
determine how the message is to be sent to the recipient (e.g.,
notification), how the message is rendered to the recipient
(e.g., confidential), a timing or priority of sending the mes
sage, as well as categorization of the message for storing and
searching functions. In addition, the sender could identify a
“matter' which is associated with one or more recipients. In
Some cases, identifying a matter or category sets a recipient
field or attribute to include the one or more recipients associ
ated with the particular matter or category without a sender
being required to manually select the one or more recipients
to whom the message should be sent.
A “notification priority’ attribute 411 dictates how the
recipient should be notified, e.g., via email, fax, SMS, IM,
desktop, phone call, or even via postcard, and the like. The
external address can automatically be associated with user
preferences indicating how the recipient wants to be notified
for certain external addresses, confidentiality settings, prior
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types. Categorizing by industry allows the sender to auto
matically render third-party content, for example inside or
along side the message body(ies). Categorizing the message
content by role allows organizations to organize messaging
by levels of authority of positions in the company, which can
also assist in defining access rights. For example, a message
can be defined to be sent to all VPs in the company. Thus, this
can implicitly define the recipients of the message as all of the
VPS as well as implicitly defining certain access rights to the
message. Such as preventing the VPs to forward to anyone
else. In addition, the sender and recipients can search for all
documents sent to that organizational level.
Categories can also be dynamically generated based on
how the sender configures the message sending. For example,
when a sender sends to a “matter the matter can be associ

28
Such as approvals and confirmation, as well as third party
Sources such as web content and customer databases, and the
like.
5

10

15

ated with various document types, all of which are given the
same categorization as the matter itself. For example, in the
legal context, a matter named “litigation case X may be
associated with various documents—such as engagement let
ter, court docket, and the like. All of these documents will

have at least the same categorization as the matter “litigation
case X” but may also have categorizations specific to the
document itself. Thus, the sender and recipients can search
and view all documents associated with a particular matter
conveniently. Being able to externally address a message to a
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“matter is useful where a sender would like to send infor

mation to a file, but not necessarily to a person. In addition,
sender and recipient can search by document type, such as the
sender viewing all engagement letters that have been sent out
for various matters.

Categories can be sender-defined with personalized cat
egorization before or after sending a message. Categories can
also be recipient-defined after viewing the message. Thus,
when a recipient receives a message, the recipient can per
Sonalize categorization of the message and/or documents on
an ad hoc basis. Furthermore, senders and recipients can view
personalized categories that the sender and/or recipient have
enabled. The sender and/or recipient can search for messages
content using any combination of type, industry, role, as well
as any personalized categorizations defined by the sender
and/or recipient. For example, the user may desire to find all
tax-related documents across all general categories.
As mentioned above, depending on how the message send
ing is configured (i.e., a SMTP message body with at least one
tabulation element or two or more tabulation elements with
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tional, and the like. In addition, in one embodiment, the
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out any SMTP message body), the content of the message
may be rendered in three-dimensional form as opposed to
conventional SMTP messaging that renders message content
in two-dimensional form. In three-dimensional form, mes

sage content is presented in tabulated form with the message
content presented in one or more tabbed pages (such as
HTML) that allow a user to toggle between the pages. In the
example of FIG. 4, the tabulation elements 412 and 414 thus
show what content will be rendered in each tabulation page.
The XML page provides instructions for rendering the con
tent and may provide a Summary of what content will be
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rendered. However, the content itself is accessed from the
content databases 272, 273, 274, 275,276 and/or 277 at the

data center or similar Such databases residing at a gateway,
depending on how the message is stored. The content speci
fies any sources for rendering the message content. For
example, “tabulation element’ attribute 416 indicates that the

60

message type can include whether a message was generated
by message generator operating on a server as opposed to a
client computer and, if so, determine the application ID or
mail user agent (MUA). The message type and/or urgency
assigned to a message can affect the timing of transmission of
the message, discussed below with regard to load balancing
functions of the gateway.
A “message value' attribute is defined by the sender and/or
assigned by an administrative entity for valuating each out
going message. As mentioned below, organizations may want
to know how many times a customer is being communicated
with and the relevance of each piece of message to determine
what type of messaging should be sent to the customerand the
frequency of Such messaging. This is particularly useful for
larger organizations with multiple divisions that all commu
nicate, unknowingly, with the same customer (end-user).
A “hold SMP metadata attribute indicates whether the

gateway should send or hold the SMP metadata.
A “hold SMTP header/body/attachment” attribute indi
cates whether the gateway should hold an SMTP header/
body/attachment at the gateway.
The “hold SMP tabulation element attribute indicates

whether the gateway should hold an SMP tabulation element
and its associated content at the gateway.
The “storage factor' attribute indicates where to store each
component of the message, such as at the gateway and/or at
the data center. As indicated above, the components of the
message can be stored in separate locations and linked to each
other.

content will come from a source URL. The content databases

272,273,274,275,276 and/or 277 can specify text message
body, documents, web application content, files, binary files,
text files, HTML files, remotely stored content, blogs, videos,
audio files, Vcards, email entries, URLs, images, applications

The dimensionality of the content information 412, 414,
416, 418, 420 can be configured in various ways, which
definition is stored in the XML file 400. For example, a sender
can define these content areas using a toolbar, or a GUI
located on the sender messaging interface. Rule sets can also
be used instead of or in addition to these various ways to
configure dimensional information. A rule set is a set of
instructions located at the gateway that generates metadata
depending on certain identified conditions. The content ana
lyzer 214, filter 216, and/or rule manager 224 of the gateway
can perform this function. For example, the content analyzer
214 may be configured to parse the message body for a
particular word string, Such as “account info. Upon finding
this identified word string, content analyzer 214 may add a
tabulation element to the message data structure containing
the content to add a Summary of the account for the current
month to be displayed stacked under the SMTP message
body. The content analyzer 214 also adds corresponding
metadata to the XML file 400, in this example “tabulation
element' attribute 416, to reflect the added message content.
While not shown, other types of attributes can be included
in the XML file to perform certain functionalities at the gate
way and/or data center. The following will describe these
various attributes. A “message type' and/or “urgency of a
message' attributes defines attributes of the message. Mes
sage type can include promotional, regulatory, business con
fidential, business standard, business important, invoice,
statement, personal confidential, personal standard, promo
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The XML file may also include various instructions on how
to render the message. For example a "logo placement'
attribute can define where to render a logo of the sender (e.g.,
if the sender is an institutional-type sender).
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A "precursor message' attribute defines the user of precur
Sor metadata and precursor content that should be sent to
render a precursor message at the data center.
A "rights management’ attribute defines various rights that
a recipient has with regard to activities performed on the
message. The rights management can define specific indi
viduals, groups, or can define wildcard patterns, such as
*(abdomain.com, to define groups of recipients to whom the
rights management rules apply. Rights management can
define whether the recipient can reply, deleted and/or forward
a message, and the like. Rights management can also prevent
recipients from performing activities, such as deleting mes
sages (e.g., to preserve litigation documents). Rights manage
ment can also require approvals to perform an action on the
message. The rights management can require that when a
recipient attempts to forward a message, an approval request
is sent to the sender that provides the sender an opportunity to
approve the request. Rights management settings can also
Support more flexible provisions such as allowing everyone
within the company (domain) to view the message, yet not
allow the message to be sent outside the company. The rights
management can be defined during composing the messages
or may be predefined based on the type of user account the
recipient has.
A “return via gateway’ attribute can be included in the
metadata to define a return path and a gateway ID to which to
send communications, such as delivery receipts, read
receipts, notification messages, confirmation messages, and

30
As discussed above, the XML file contains instructions on

how to render a message. Where a SMTP message has been
parsed into its constituent parts, the XML file provides
instructions to render the message so that the recipient is
unaware of the underlying data structure. Where tabulation
elements are used, whether with an SMTP message or with
out an SMTP message, the XML file contains instructions on
how to render the tabulation elements. Since tabulation ele
10

15

25

the like.

For individual type senders, the XML file may have a
“sender action' or “sender agency’ attribute. This means that
a sender must manually approve sending a message through
the network, proving that a message originated from a human
and not a message-generating application. The sender action
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can include sender or administrator authorization. This can
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include holding an outbound message until the sender or
administrator authorizes sending of the message. In one
embodiment, an email message, a text message, an IM mes
sage, a phone message, can be sent to the sender or adminis
trator with a link associated with a hash value that, when
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clicked by the sender or administrator, requests sending infor
mation from the gateway using the hash value and renders the
sending information to the sender or administrator to manu
ally approve. The sender action can include the Sender being
required to perform a test to determine whether the sender is

45

a human, such as a CAPTCHA test in which the sender is

required to type in the word depicted in warped text. Note that
this sender action may have already been satisfied during
analysis by the content analyzer 214 and/or filter 216 of the
gateway upon identifying certain characteristics of the mes
sage even before the XML file is generated by the parser 222
(see FIG. 2A). In this case, the sender action or sender agency
attribute may be tagged with an indicator confirming that the
sender has already satisfied this requirement.
When the XML file contains a “confidential attribute, the

message can be rendered to a recipient in a different manner
than if the material is not confidential. For example, a red icon
can appear on the recipients interface indicating that a mes
sage is confidential.
A variation of the SMP protocol described above may also
be used depending on how stringent the administrative set
tings are for a gateway. Finally, another aspect of SMP is that
information traveling through the secure network is
encrypted at the network level (using SSL or TLS), at the
application level (by the application and database servers),
and at the protocol level, thereby ensuring the most robustand
secure mechanism possible for safeguarding data.
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ments are a versatile data structure that can contain text,

similar to a message body, content files, and/or third party
content, the tabulation elements may be rendered in various
ways such as in a message body or as a three-dimensional
message page. In addition, the XML file can contain instruc
tions on whether tabulation elements should be displayed as
an attachment to another tabulation element and/or SMTP

message body.
VII. Verifications, Approvals, Load Balancing, and Aggrega
tion Functions Performed by Gateway
One aspect of load balancing provided by the present
invention for sending messages is provided by spooling tech
nology at the gateway. Conventional SMTP systems auto
matically send an outbound message whenever a message is
selected for sending, or as shortly thereafter as possible. Thus,
for conventional SMTP systems, at times of peak usage,
traffic may bog down the network increasing latency and
reducing performance. In contrast, as depicted in FIG. 2A, the
present invention provides that a message can be spooled in
two areas before being sent from a gateway and, in some
cases, may not even be sent at all. The first spooling occurs
before a message is processed by the SMP module. Spooling
provides an opportunity to identify valid senders, recipients,
and/or gateways using authentication protocols at the gate
ways, and, in some cases, using the TSR. This allows for
significant amounts of inbound SMTP traffic to be processed
and spooled before being sent on to Subsequent steps and/or
processing. If the message type for a message indicates that
the message should be sent via SMTP (i.e., unprotected)
without undergoing further SMP processing, the first spool
ing determines this and sends the message out the gateway.
After a message has undergone extensive review and/or
processing by the SMP module, the message is again spooled
to a repository 228. Advantageously, this allows the gateway
to perform load balancing functions on the traffic going
through the gateway. The send agent 230 performs the func
tion of monitoring the network traffic and determining which
messages stored in the repository 228 to send out from the
gateway at any given time. The gateway thus includes intel
ligence for spooling messages and sending messages when
the timing makes sense based on network traffic, performance
factors, the time of day, and/or based on sender defined timing
configurations. Sender defined timing configurations include
allowing a user to define a time at which the user prefers a
message to be sent. The configuration can include a 'send by
or before.” “send after a certain specified time, “send on
date, and the like.
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Spooling messages can provide the benefit of load balanc
ing (i.e., distributing and reducing) network traffic. For
example, a gateway's traffic can be monitored over time to
identify times of peak usage and average usage. The gateway
then determines based on the message type?urgency whether
to send a message at a particular time or to delay sending the
message at a time when the gateway is experiencing less
traffic. For example, if a message is part of an asynchronous
message between a sender and a recipient, the gateway may
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determine the message to have a higher priority and, thus,
send it more quickly than for a one-way message, such as a
Statement.

Spooling can provide an opportunity to review the message
and/or filter the message based on identification as spam or
unwanted content. In contrast to conventional SMTP sys
tems, a message on the network does not have to be from a
valid sender. For example, a machine-generated message by a
spamming organization can proliferate and propagate on the
network, tying up an organization's network resources,
increasing the need for the recipient to resort to filtering
incoming message traffic. The present invention performs
much of these filtering aspects before sending the message
but also provides additional measures at the rendering system
to make Sure that the message is from a valid sender.
Spooling at the gateway also allows the gateway to perform
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Verifications and validations to confirm that a sender wishes

to transmit a message and that various parameters of sending
are correct. An exemplary method for performing verifica
tions is depicted in FIG. 6A and includes, at 602, identifying
a message intended to be sent to a recipient, the message, at
604, Storing the message at least temporarily at the sending
system, at 606, performing one or more verifications on the
message to determine whether the message should be sent to
the recipient, and, at 608, sending the message to the sender
only if the one or more verifications indicates that the mes
sage should be sent to the sender.
The gateway can perform a verification step that confirms
that the sender wishes to send the message. In one embodi
ment, the gateway can match the external address with a
recipient user account. If no recipient user accounts have the
identified external address, the gateway can send a verifica
tion message to the sender to determine whether the sender
made a typographical error or whether the sender really
intended to select that particular external address. This assists
in catching human errors and giving the sender an opportunity
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to correct an error if one was made. As mentioned above, the

sender may wish to attempt to contact a recipient even if the
recipient does not currently have a valid account. The sender
can request to hold the message at the gateway until a recipi
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ent user account does match the external address.

Further, this verification of the recipients user account can
provide additional value to the recipient. The gateway can
check permissions to confirm that the sender is allowed to
send to the identified recipients. For example, a recipient may
have blocked a particular sender. In another example, a recipi
ent may decide that s/he does not want to receive inbound
communication from people who use just an email address as
an external address and instead wants to require that senders
also supply his/her correct First Name and LastName or some
other query. Thus, in the verification step of determining
whether the recipient's user account is valid, the gateway can
also determine if any additional required identifying infor
mation must be supplied by the sender before the gateway is
allowed to send the message to the data center. This can be
accomplished by the gateway checking the recipient's user
preferences. The gateway can then send a request to the
sender to Supply the required identifying information when
confirming a send operation. If the gateway determines that
purported identifying information Supplied by the sender
matches the required identifying information, then the gate
way is allowed to send the message to the data center. In
addition, if a matter is specified, a rule may be associated that
any message sent to this matter must be approved by an
authorized approver before the gateway is allowed to send the
message to the data center.
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As part of the verifications and validations, the gateway
allows a repudiation period in which a sendercan, after hitting
'send', decide to retract a message that was sent. The gateway
accesses the message stored at least temporarily at the gate
way to allow the user to change or delete the message. This
repudiation period is determined by the network administra
tor and can be adjusted on the fly. In one embodiment, after
the sender hits “send, the gateway can display the identity of
recipients to whom the message was sent. This allows the user
to verify that the message was addressed to the right recipi
ents, and, if not, to change or delete the message as desired.
The gateway can also render repudiation options, such as
"recall message, which cancels transmission of the message
at the sender gateway and the message is never sent to the
recipients inbox. This is particularly useful for cases when
there are misspellings or when the sender forgets to attach a
file to the message.
Further, the gateway evaluates sender behavior Such as
noteworthy events which may be indicative of illegitimate
sender usage (referred to as pattern analysis). For example,
the gateway can determine whether the sender is sending or
has a history of sending to a large number of recipients. If a
sender has a past history of sending to only a few recipients
and the gateway identifies an unusual aberration of a message
being sent to numerous recipients, the gateway may send a
confirmation message to confirm that a sender intended to
communicate with the large number of recipients. However,
if the sender has a history of sending, the gateway may notify
an administrator who may take additional steps to investigate
whether the sender should be authorized to continue to send

messages to a large number of recipients. Alternatively, the
gateway may access sender profiles in which the sender may
have authorization to send to large number of recipients, such
as a newsletter editor or other personnel. Indicia of sender
abuse can cause additional processes to occur, Such as parsing
the message to determine the content of the message. If the
content relates to topics traditionally the Subject of spam, the
gateway may prevent such a message from being sent.
Another aspect of monitoring the frequency of use is that
the gateway can monitor frequency of messages between a
particular sender and a particular recipient. If a sender fre
quently communicates with a particular recipient, that is indi
cia that a message is more likely to be desired by the recipient.
If the sender is sending a first-time message to a new recipi
ent, the gateway can present a confirmation message to the
sender to validate sending of the message to this first-time
recipient.
The gateway may also monitor whether a sender has pre
viously been allowed to send a message to the recipient, and
this alone may allow a Subsequent message from the sender to
be sent to the recipient.
In addition, if the message requires approval from the
sender or another third party, this step confirms that appro
priate approvals were received. FIG. 6B illustrates an exem
plary method for obtaining approvals before sending a mes
sage, including at 610, identifying a message desired to be
sent to a rendering system, at 612, evaluating the message
before the message is sent to the rendering system to deter
mine whether an approval is needed before sending the mes
sage, and at 614, sending an approval message to one or more
persons to confirm sending of the message. This can include
upon identifying an indicia of spam, Such as a number of
recipients, a number of recipients within a given time period,
or content indicating spam, sending a challenge message
(such as captcha query) to the sender and sending the message
from the gateway only if the sender correctly responds to the
challenge message. The approval message may also require
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administrative approval. Such approval messages can be sent
by any method such as email message, text message, phone
message, or instant message.
The gateway can also modify a message before it is sent to
a recipient. As shown in FIG. 6C, an exemplary method for
modifying a message before it is sent to a recipient includes at
620, identifying a message to be delivered to a rendering
system, the message having metadata and content, at 622,
identifying a predetermined condition, and at 624, dynami
cally modifying at least one of the metadata or the content of
the message upon identifying the predetermined condition so
as to alter how the message will be rendered by the rendering
system. The predetermined condition can be any symbol,
pattern, expression, keyword, or protocol attribute that causes
the metadata or the content of the message to dynamically be
altered before it is sent. Dynamically altering the metadata or
the content of the message can alter a timing by which the
message is sent, a location at which the message is stored, a
category by which the message is stored, or a security proto
col by which the message is sent. In one particular example,
if the gateway determines that the message was generated by
a rack of servers having a message generator Software con
figured to generate mass emails, the gateway can dynamically
set the sender type attribute in the metadata of the message
from an Individual type (which may be a default setting in the
user's preferences) to an Institution type.
Having a sender declare a message type before sending a
message through the network assists the gateway in perform
ing aggregation functions to assist in load balancing of the
network. This declaration, not found in conventional messag
ing systems, allows the recipient to have greater control over
the types of information she might be willing to read. For
example, a financial services organization, such as a bank,
may have different types of messages that can be sent to a
customer (e.g., user client 104d), each of which may be
assigned a message value. A statement may have a higher
message value than a newsletter. A bank may define a thresh
old value against which messages to be sent will be evaluated
to determine whether they should be sent to a rendering
system or not during a given period so as to increase the
likelihood that a customer will read a message from the bank.
One exemplary method of using message type at the gate
way is depicted in FIG. 6D, including, at 630, identifying a
message to be delivered to a rendering system, at 632, setting
a message type attribute in the metadata of the message to be
a particular message type, and at 634, performing one or more
actions based on the message type attribute Such as identify
ing userpreferences for each of the recipients associated with
the message and determining whether the userpreferences of
each recipient allows messages to be sent to each recipient
having a same message type as the particular message type set
in the message. The message type can also define a timing of
sending the message, whether the message was generated by
a server, or whether the message should be sent securely
(using SMP protocol) or unsecurely (using SMTP).
Furthermore, an organization can be given aggregate sta
tistics of user preferences to determine how effective the
message is likely to be. The TSR, data center, or gateway can
store user preferences. The sending gateway can send a
request to access the userpreferences for recipients identified
in a composed message and receive, before sending the mes
sage, a report of whether the user preferences of each recipi
ent allows messages to be sent to each recipient having the
same message type as the particular message type set in the
message. The gateway can further calculate what percentage
of all the recipients of the message have a userpreference that
allows messages to be sent to each recipient having a same
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message type as the particular message type set in the mes
sage. If the percentage meets or exceeds a desired threshold
value, this may be one factor that an organization uses to
determine whether to send a particular message.
FIG. 6E depicts another exemplary method for gateway
aggregation based on message type including, at 640, an
organization defining a threshold value for sending messages
to a particular recipient, which can be done while configuring
the gateway system. Sometime after the threshold value is
established, at 642, the gateway identifies a message value of
a message that is desired to be sent from a gateway to a
rendering system. At 644, the gateway adds the message value
to a current message value to generate a potential message
value. The gateway, at 646, then determines whether the
potential message value exceeds the threshold value. At 648,
if the potential message value exceeds the threshold value, the
gateway can determine whether the message value meets or
exceeds a high importance message value to cause the mes
sage to be sent to the rendering system despite the potential
message value exceeding the threshold value. The high
importance message value defines the minimum value
required to allow messages to be sent even if the threshold
value will be exceeded. At 650, the gateway sends the mes
sage to the rendering system if the message value type meets
or exceeds the high importance message value. At 652, the
gateway then sets the current message value to be the poten
tial message value. Further, if the gateway determines that a
certain customer has not received the threshold level of mes
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sages from the bank (i.e., the potential message value does not
exceed the threshold value), the gateway may allow other
lower-priority messages to be sent to the customer even if the
message value does not meet the high importance message
value. The gateway then sets the current message value to be
the potential message value.
For a large organization that may have personnel from
various departments sending information to a customer for
various reasons, this allows an organization to make informed
and calculated decisions on what message and promotional
materials to send a customer within a given period. Having a
central way to manage outbound communication and reduce
the likelihood of over-communicating with a given recipient
is desirable. The current message value can be periodically
reset to Zero on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis.
The gateway can monitor messages from various senders
associated with the organization directed to the customer So
that the threshold value is based from all cumulative sending
of messages from the organization to a particular recipient. In
addition, for a large organization where a customer may have
multiple accounts in different departments, all of which need
to communicate with the customer, the gateway provides the
ability to centralize customer access and provide traffic-cop
functionality to prevent a given customer from receiving too
much information. This problem is common in larger orga
nizations where one division may not necessarily be aware
that another division may have a relationship with the same
CuStOmer.
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The threshold value can be dynamically adjusted on a per
recipient basis. For example, the gateway can also monitor
behavior of the customer in reading messages from the orga
nization. If the gateway determines that the recipient actually
reads a certain desired percentage (e.g., over 50%) of what is
sent to her, the gateway can dynamically increase the thresh
old value to allow more messages to be sent to the recipient,
since it is likely that the recipient will read them regardless of
message type. Conversely, if the gateway determines that the
recipient reads very little of what is sent (perhaps only the
messages having the highest message value), the gateway can
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infer that the recipient is a discriminate reader and only reads
the most important messages. The gateway can then dynami
cally decrease the threshold value for that particular recipient
so that only the most important messages are sent to the
recipient. Dynamically adjusting the threshold value can have
the effect of greatly increasing the likelihood that a recipient
will read important information coming from a particular
organization while preventing messages from being sent that
the user is likely to reject as not important or worthwhile.
Thus, the gateway serves a unique aggregation function to
monitor data communications for a particular organization,
including the amount of messaging a user receives from
across multiple organizations. In contrast, many conventional
secure messaging Solutions are vendor-specific and only
monitor the amount of messaging coming from a particular
organization, or sub-organization. Furthermore, these solu
tions require a user to define separate user login to access
these messages, whereas the gateway is able to performall of
these aggregation functions within the messaging environ
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ment of the data center.

Anotherload balancing technique provided by the gateway
is to send precursor messages for mass-type messages, at
peak network usage times, or for protected messaging. An
exemplary method of using precursor messages is illustrated
in FIG. 6F, where, at 660, when the gateway identifies a
message intended for a recipient and a situation where a
precursor message is desired, the gateway generates precur
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Sor metadata that contains basic information about the mes

Sage—such as sender, sender type, recipient, Subject, date
sent, a unique message ID, and a return path. At 662, the
message is at least temporarily stored at the sending system.
At 664, the precursor metadata is sent from the gateway
separately from the rest of the message to the rendering sys
tem along with a unique ID and a return path.
The rendering system uses the precursor metadata and
causes a precursor message to appear in the recipients inbox.
The recipient is generally unaware that the message is a result
of a precursor message. In cases where the message originates
in the data center and is not sent via a gateway, a precursor
message is not required and message rendering occurs as
normal. When the recipient selects to view the precursor
message, the precursor metadata instructs the rendering sys
tem how to handle the recipient request. At 666, the sending
system receives a request from a rendering system to access
the temporarily stored message by identifying the unique ID
for the message and, at 668, allows the rendering system to
access the temporarily stored message.
FIG. 6G illustrates one exemplary method for using pre
cursor messages from the point of view of the rendering
system, including, at 670 receiving precursor metadata and
precursor content, the precursor metadata identifying an
intended recipient and including a return path and a unique
identifier associated with a message that is at least tempo
rarily stored oat a sending system, at 672, associating the
precursor metadata and the precursor content with an inbox of
the intended recipient, at 674, receiving a request by the
intended recipient to render the message associated with the
precursor metadata, at 676, using the return path to send a
request including the unique identifier to the sending system
to access the message, at 678, receiving authorization from
the sending system to access the message, and at 680, render
ing the message to the intended recipient.
Once the gateway allows access to the temporarily stored
message, various actions may happen. For example, the pre
cursor metadata may instruct the gateway to send the rest of
the message to the rendering system for storage. Alterna
tively, the precursor metadata may instruct the gateway to
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maintain storage of the rest of the message, but allow the
rendering system to access the rest of the message stored at
the gateway to render the message to the recipient. Other
configurations are also possible.
Advantageously, precursor messages can be used to per
form load balancing, especially at times of peak network
usage. Further, when the gateway desires to send a message to
a thousand recipients, the gateway may choose to send pre
cursor metadata instead, which notifies the recipients of the
existence of a message. Then, the recipients can access the
message at the gateway, at which time, the actual message
may be sent over the network. This serves to distribute the
network resources required to send a message to multiple
recipients. Thus, precursor messaging can be ideal for mass
type messaging.
Additionally, precursor messages can be used to perform
“protected' messaging as exemplarily depicted in FIG. 6H.
At 682, the gateway identifies a request by a sender to com
municate with a recipient. Before sending a communication
to the recipient, at 684, the gateway identifies one or more
factors to determine whether to use a protected communica
tion to notify the recipient that the sender desires to commu
nicate with the recipient. This can include the sender defining
the message as being protected or unprotected, which can be
specified in a protocol attribute in the metadata of the mes
sage. Or the gateway can identify a sending configuration rule
based on a message type or message urgency, categorization,
gateway ID, and the like, that indicates that the message
should be protected. When a factor is identified to send a
precursor message instead of the main message, at 686, the
gateway generates precursor metadata including a return path
and a unique message ID associated with the communication
and generates precursor content. The gateway, at 688, at least
temporarily stores the main message. At 690, authorization is
obtained from the trusted sender registry to open a connection
with the rendering system, and at 692, the precursor metadata
and precursor content is sent to the rendering system to be
used by the rendering system to generate a precursor message
to the recipient to notify the recipient of the protected com
munication.

As used herein, the term “protected refers to where the
precursor message is sent instead of the main message itself.
A "protected precursor message can be used for messages
that are sent both secure and unsecure. A 'secure” message is
a message that is sent entirely within the trusted network
using a trusted sender registry authorization to validate the
transmission of the message between a sending system and a
rendering system.
However, in another embodiment, the precursor message
could be sent through unsecured means (e.g., SMTP) and
used by a rendering system to generate a precursor message
that appears to the recipient as a normal message. As men
tioned above, the term “send' should be broadly construed to
include situations in which a precursor message is sent to a
recipient in the place of sending the message itself. For highly
confidential messages, advantageously, the protected con
figuration allows messaging Such as legal information, finan
cial information, and the like, to send only a minimal amount
of information outside the trusted network, or, alternatively,
maintain all the information entirely within the trusted net
work, including the precursor metadata that is used to gener
ate a precursor message.
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Also a combination of protected/unprotected messaging
can be done using precursor messages. For example, a bank
may desire to keep a message protected until a recipient
identifies and/or authenticates herself to the organization.
After a recipient Successfully authenticates into the recipi
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ent's user account, the recipient can view a precursor message
inherinbox. When the recipient selects the message, the bank
gateway sends the rest of the message through unsecure
means, such as SMTP, to the recipients inbox. Of course, the
recipient may remain unaware that the original inbox mes
sage was a precursor message and may be unaware of the
transferal of the message between the gateway and the data
center upon viewing the message.
The gateway spooling can take place for both protected and
unprotected messages. For example, spooling can be com
bined with an unprotected configuration where an application
is generating millions of Statements for an organization. The
gateway determines the best time from a network traffic
standpoint to send some or all of the statements. If the state
ment has a lower priority, the gateway may choose to wait a
few minutes until the network traffic on the gateway is lower.
Messages that are sent from the gateway are typically
batched before sending. When the gateway is ready to send
messages beyond the organizational boundary, the messages
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user can then choose whether or not to respond to the mes
sage, but the user's email address(es) is not revealed to the
sender.
The user is associated with one or more account or sender

types. Typically, the sender type is selected depending on how
the user is first introduced into the network. If the user is

10

15

his/her email associations.

are batched and information about the batch is included in

repository 228 (FIG. 2A). The repository includes a summary
database of the recipient of the message, the time the message
needs to be delivered, as well as metadata.

Thus, having the gateway performing verification and
other load balancing functions before the message is sent can
prevent unwanted messages from even entering the network.
Conventional filtering technologies attempt to combat spam
ming after the message has entered the network, thereby
requiring the recipient to consider added measures to reduce
unwanted messages. Conventional filtering technologies, in
some cases, actually generate more network traffic in an
attempt to identify valid senders. For example, a simple chal
lenge/response mechanism would require a challenge mes
sage to be created in response to an original message and then
require a sender to authenticate herself using a reply message
to the challenge message. So, the original message results in
two additional messages being sent through the network
before the original message are delivered to the recipient. The
present invention reduces the amount of traffic over the net
work as well as performs functions on the sending end that
reduce or eliminate the need for the recipient to resort to
conventional filtering technology to manage their messaging.
IIX. User Profile and Preferences

Users wishing to send and receive secure messages with
each other and/or with institutions but who may not be part of
an organization are able to enroll using software applications
in the data center. Enrolling can also refer to a user joining the
organization on an opt-in basis rather than an affirmative
Subscription process. For example, an opt-in basis may be
applied to users who are employees of an organization. The
following user description of user profile and preferences are
usually selectable by a user through a user interface of a web
application operating from the data center. Since the user
interface design can change depending on the design configu
rations, only the functionality of the user profiles and prefer
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Various preferences can be configured by a user, such as
notification preferences for receiving and sending messages
and communications relating to linking profiles. For
example, a user can specify to notify the user via email or text
message when a new message is received or a priority mes
sage is received. The user can specify to be notified if a
message or priority message sent by the user has not been read
within a certain period of time. The user can configure an
automatic reminder to be sent for messages that the user sends
if the message or priority message is not viewed within a
certain period of time. Priority messages may have a shorter
period of time for notifications and reminders than regular
messages. Notifications can also be specified by the user to be
sent via other notification mechanisms, such as, but not lim

ited to SMTP email, SMS text message, instant message,
facsimile, letter, postcard, telephone, and the like.
A user can select security preferences. The user can define
accepted IP addresses that are allowed to connect to a client
device of the user. If a device attempts to login from an IP
address not found in the user's preferences, the system may
request additional information to verify identity. This is also
helpful in preventing man-in-the-middle attacks since a com
promised login and password will not necessarily allow
someone in a remote location to login due to an IP mismatch.
The security preferences may also list recent login activity so
that the user can verify that the login activity corresponds to
the user's recollection of when the user has had access to the
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ences will be described.

When a user enrolls, the user provides various identifica
tion information Such as name, postal address, telephone
number, email address(es), business name, military ID, social
security number, a user ID, password for the user. A profile
can include one or more email addresses with which a person
is able to contact a user. As discussed above, various aspects
of the identifying information of the user profile can be used
to send a message to the user without necessarily using the
user's email address (referred to as “external address'). The

associated with an organization, typically, an administrator
will specify that the user has an individual account for a
professional sending on behalf of an institution. If the user
registers with the data center as a result of receiving a secure
message from someone, that user will have an individual/
personal account. (Note that if an organization has a gateway,
the gateway identification is associated with a sender type
being that of an institution, which would not apply to indi
viduals). Once a user develops a profile, the user can manage
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user's account as well as a map showing the geographic
locations corresponding to the recent login activity.
Regarding secure messaging preferences, the user can con
figure display settings, such as the number of messages to
display at a time, sorting rules for displaying messages by
sender or other criteria, deletion rules, managing blocked
users, and managing signatures/approvals. The user can also
configure secure settings for when the user composes a mes
sage. For example, the user can prevent forwarding on all
outgoing secure messages, and sending a copy of outgoing
messages to an email account.
A user can also configure content file displaying prefer
ences. The user can specify how contacts, institutions, and
categories should be sorted in a list, and the sort order for
displaying content files. The user can also configure content
file settings for messages that originate from the user or are
composed by the user, Such as keeping content files in a
content file repository when messages are deleted, deleting
content files from a content file repository when the message
is deleted, and the like.
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Further, the user can set contact preferences relating to
managing contacts. The user can configure display settings
for displaying contacts. The user can also specify certain
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information about the user's profile to make publicly view
able to contacts with whom the user is linked.
A user can view various individuals included as contacts.

40
Significantly, the external addressing feature provides an
alternative mechanism to locating potential recipients of a
communication. When the external address is not an email

This view displays individual-type users, such as professional address, the message can still be sent to one or more recipi
individual or personal individual accounts. Individual con- 5 ents. FIG. 7C illustrates an exemplary method for communi
tacts can also be grouped in lists or groups. The contact may cating using a profile-base system including, at 710, receiving
have specified a preferred contact mode. When a user selects a communication, and at 712, identifying an external address
a contact, a contact display interface provides various infor of a recipient in a header of the communication, the external
mation that the contact has made available to other users.
address comprising any identification information for the
In addition, a user profile can be associated with a list of 10 recipient that can be usable to address the communication to
institutions, so that updates can also be sent to all institutions. a user account of the recipient, the external address not being
For institutions with whom the user may be associated, a restricted to being an email address. When the external
primary contact may be listed. Depending on the reason that address is not an email address, the method includes, at 714,
the user is associated with a contact institution, the primary accessing a database to lookup user accounts based on criteria
contact may be different for different users. When a contact other than a domain name, and at 716, identifying one or more
institution is selected, a contact display interface provides user accounts that have criteria that matches at least some of
various contact information about the institution. The contact

the identification information in the external address to iden

information may also include maps, available hours, and

tify one or more potential recipients.
When the correct recipient is identified, the communica
tion is associated with an inbox of the recipient. Because one
or more user accounts could conceivably have the same iden

other useful information.

When a user wants to use the trusted network, the user

accesses an authentication page that requests a user ID and
password. It will be appreciated that various web-based

tification information contained in the external address, it

authentication mechanisms can be used to allow a user

may be necessary to attempt to narrow down the particular

authenticated access to the trusted network Such as, but not

user who should receive the communication. Thus, additional

limited to, comparing IP address of user computer, key fobs,

and certificated authentication. As mentioned earlier, a virus,

Trojan or worm that does infect a user's computer and steals
passwords and logins would still not be able to use those
credentials remotely since the IP address would not match. 30
The system would then ask for more information, Such as a
challenge/response, image recognition, or captcha process,
before allowing access to the system.
After Successfully logging in, the user accesses a home
page, depicted in FIG. 7A. The homepage includes a message 35
notification Summary, document notification Summary, a pro
file link request Summary, as well as news/events. Tabs are
provided to access secure messaging features, document con
trol, contact management, options, and a help feature. Other
account information can be displayed such as the timeout 40
setting (i.e., how long the user has for the session to time out),
the type of account (free V. upgrade), and the amount of
storage used.
An institution Summary displays contact institutions asso
ciated with the user and the number of new messages from 45
each institution. A most-frequently-contacted application
monitors with which contacts the user communicates most

frequently and displays a dynamically updated list with a
running tally. This list can be sorted by the user and it allows
for presence of those in a users contacts list to know whether so
or not they are also on the system at the same time. The user
is able to select a contact and immediately compose a secure
message to that contact or can initiate a chat session with the
COntact.

The user profile can thus be used to obtain information to 55
be used for sending messages to a user. With reference to FIG.
7B, an exemplary method for obtaining user profile informa
tion and sending messages to a user based on the user profile
includes, at 702, receiving identification information about a
user, wherein aspects of the identification information can 60
serve as an external address to send messages to the user even
when the external address is not an email address, at 704,

associating the user with one or more sender types, at 706.
associating incoming messages with an inbox of the user
when the incoming messages are addressed to the user using 65
the external address, and at 708, rendering the incoming
messages.

Verification from potential recipients and/or the sender may
be required.
IX. Secure Messaging User Interface
FIG. 7A illustrates that a user can view various aspects of
the secure messaging system, including a users inbox, sent
messages, drafts of messages, archived message, as well as
deletion management. The present invention includes an
advanced, granular notification system that is highly config
urable by the Sender and/or end-user. Thus, aspects of mes
saging which are configured when a sender composes a mes
sage result in advanced displaying capabilities for a user
Viewing a message.
FIG. 7D depicts aspects of a users inbox. When a render
ing system receives a message, the rendering system analyzes
the message to identify the sender, the sender type (indi
vidual, professional, institution), any content display instruc
tions, such as multi-dimensional messaging instructions,
content files, rights management that defines whether the
recipient can copy, paste, forward, reply, delete, and the like.
As shown in FIG. 7D, messages in a user's inbox can be
rendered along with various features about the message,
which emphasize the trusted nature of the messaging. For
example, if an institution sends a message, a symbol is dis
played to represent that an institution is attempting to com
municate with the user rather thanan individual. Additionally,
the message can be rendered differently, based on the sender
type. Instead of a more traditional displaying, under the mes
sage list, logos of the institution can be displayed used to
indicate greater importance or user focus.
The rendering system provides for dynamic rendering of
messages. The rendering system examines variables and
adjusts the inbox on the fly. Variables that can be adjusted
include, but are not limited to, the sender ID, sender type
(Institution, Professional, Individual), message type (Promo
tional, required, etc.), priority, urgency, and category. Dis
playing a users inbox also does not require a page refresh or
reload. In one embodiment, the inbox display can dynami
cally adjust the display without a page reload using an
XMLHTTP request method, such as AJAX, to retrieve infor
mation without requiring the user to fully reload the page,
making the user experience faster and more robust.
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In one embodiment, automatic displaying of a message in
a users inbox is not permitted. The user is required to affir
matively select a message to be viewed. User access of a
message is reported back to the sending system for trackabil
ity purposes, which will be described below. However, once a
message is selected, it can be viewed along with basic infor
mation about the message. Such as sender, recipient, CC
recipients, subject, date, size, and basic tracking information.
This prevents non-repudiation and helps provide the sender
with more accurate information regarding read status and
history.
FIG. 7E illustrates a compose message interface that
allows a user to compose a message and send it. The message
interface allows a user to perform traditional messaging func
tions such as specifying attachments (i.e., content files), iden
tifying CC and BCC recipients, and the like. In addition, the
message interface allows a user to select whether the message
should be secure or unsecure. Although not depicted, the user
could specify a time for delivery (i.e., immediately or
delayed). As mentioned above, when a message is delivered
in an unsecured manner, sending of the message follows
conventional SMTP protocols, including sending a copy of
the message and any attached content files to be stored at the
recipient as well as being stored by the sending system.
FIG. 7F depicts one example of a displaying of a three
dimensional message including message body, intranet docu
ments, key dates, and team information. Advantageously, the
recipient is presented all of this information without leaving
the messaging environment. When each tabulation is ren
dered, it calls the corresponding content—such as SMTP
message body, SMTP attachment, tabulation content, the link
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forming the activity on the message, and at 814, generating
logging metadata to record the activity performed on the
message.
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forwarded, deleted, recalled, and/or modified. Convention
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read the content, etc.

One aspect of the invention is that all displaying of message
components is done within the secure messaging environ
ment created by the gateway and data center. For tabulations
which contain third party content, the data center renders the
third party content in a manner that does not require redirect
ing to the third party server. Another aspect of accessing third
party content includes allowing an end-user to view password
protected data within the secure messaging environment Such
that the end-user is not required to redirect to a different
website and login a second time to view the password pro
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With reference to FIGS. 8B through 8H illustrate various
sending aspects that a user can view through the user's
account for messages that have been sent by the user. FIG. 8B
illustrates that a user can select a sent message and view the
message body that was sent. FIG. 8C depicts a message
Summary associated with the sent message. The message
Summary provides a comprehensive dash board of which
recipients have read the message, whether there are attached
content files, the sending options selected for the message, the
priority and category, the percentage of recipients who have
and not read the message, the message reach, and recalls. All
of this information is provided in a simple, visual format. The
recipient list for a message can also be sorted by who has read
the message and who has not.
Since SMP message content is not integrated with the
message body, as it is with conventional SMTP messages,
tracking of activities can be performed at a very granular level
on each portion of the message including a SMTP header,
SMTP message body, SMTP attachment, header and/or tabu
lation element, which has not been available in the prior art.
Thus, the sender can view whether an aspect of the message
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content, Such as a content file, was downloaded, viewed,
forwarded, edited, and the like. FIG.8D illustrates content file
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activity with regard to a message sent by the user. The content
file activity displays the content file so that a user can select it
for viewing and also displays which recipients have viewed
the content file or not. The content file activity can display
content files as distinct content, such as documents, images,

tected data.

X. Logging and Viewing of Messaging Activity
The sending system and rendering system also interact to
log and view messaging activity occurring both at the sending
system and the rendering system (also referred to herein as
tracking features). FIG. 8A illustrates an exemplary method
for logging and Viewing activity on a message including, at
802, identifying a message having a message data structure
defining metadata and one or more content components, at
804, relationally associating the metadata and the one or more
content components with a unique identifier, at 806, storing
the message to be rendered to one or more recipients, at 808,
receiving a request from a first recipient to performan activity
on the message, at 810, accessing the message, at 812, per

ally, this type of information was only available to members
of an organization using an enterprise system to track mes
sage reading within the organizational boundaries. However,
the present invention allows for members of the organization
to track behavior outside of the confines of the organizational
boundary.
One aspect of the invention is that rendering of a message
to a recipient requires a recipient to affirmatively acknowl
edge the message. So, at the protocol level, a message cannot
be viewed without returning a read receipt to the sending
system. Therefore, a message read receipt has added assur
ance that the message was affirmatively selected by a user for
viewing, whereas conventional SMTP technology allows
messages to be automatically opened (i.e., read) without the
user being required to necessarily 'select a message to be
read.

for web content, a file location for a document, and the like.

The user can toggle between the different tabulations to view
the content contained in each tabulation. The activity per
formed on each tabulation and the specific time of such activ
ity can be logged. This can provide reporting features so that
the sender can generate reports of how recipients interacted
with the content, what recipients read, infer what recipients
found to be most interesting, how long it took the recipients to

Message logging and delivery notifications (242, FIG. 2A)
handles logging of delivery notifications which indicates
when the message was sent, when the message was delivered
to the data center and associated with an inbox of a recipient,
when the message was rendered to the recipient, whether the
recipient replied and to whom, whether the recipient hovered
over a portion of the message, and whether the message was

videos, and the like.
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FIG.8E displays the reach of the message. For example, if
recipients forward the message to others, the same type of
tracking information can be obtained and viewed for Subse
quent generations of sending the message. The reach can be
tracked for individual recipients as well as individual pieces
of the content. Significantly, the sender is able to view the
generations of activity that are performed by the recipients, as
well as any other third parties to whom the recipients send the
communication. This may allow a sender to understand mes
saging behavior with regard to a particular type of communi
cation; or may allow a sender to be aware of undesirable
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activity being performed on the communication and to know
the source of the undesirable activity.
FIG. 8F depicts an exemplary embodiment for monitoring
and rendering the reach of a communication, including, at
820, identifying a communication having a communication
data structure defining metadata and one or more content
components, at 822, identifying one or more recipients asso
ciated with the communication, at 824, generating logging
metadata when a particular recipient forwards a particular
content component to a third party, at 826, receiving a request
to view the logging metadata, and at 828, rendering the log
ging metadata showing that the particular recipient has for
warded the particular content component to the third party.
After a recipient forwards the communication to a third
party, the data center can monitor Subsequent activity that the
third party performs on the communication by generating
logging metadata to record the activity performed on the
communication by the third party. The Subsequent activity
can include when the third party hovering over a portion of the
communication, deletes at least a portion of the communica
tion, replies to at least a portion of the communication, for
wards at least a portion of the communication, or recalls at
least a portion of the communication. The data center can then
render the subsequent activity to the sender when it receives
a request to view the logging metadata for the third party.
FIG.8G illustrates an activity log of the sender and recipi
ents of the message and displays events such as message read,
replied to message, message forwarded, viewed document,
downloaded document, deleted document, deleted message,
reminder sent, message recalled, and the like. A time stamp
can also be displayed by each action taken on the sent mes
sage. Depending on how the sender has configured the read
receipt configurations, the sender can receive a real-time noti
fication of activity in the sender's sent box.
FIG. 8H shows that the user/sender is also allowed to

generate a PDF report of tracking information. Since message
activity is ongoing, this PDF report feature allows senders to
take a 'snapshot' in time of what is happening to a particular
piece of communication.
The reporting could also be presented over various time
periods. For example, if an organization sends a message to
10,000 recipients, the organization can obtain a report of what
percentage of the recipients viewed the message the first day,
first week, and first month after sending to determine the
efficacy of the organization's message.
Other sending features available to the user include a
reminder feature. By tracking which recipients have already
read a message, the sending system can determine which
recipients still have not read the message and earmark these
recipients for sending a reminder message. In one embodi
ment, when a user selects this feature, a dialog box appears
which automatically lists the recipients who have not yet read
the message. The recipients can be automatically selected and
the sender allowed to de-select certain recipients to send the
reminder to. Or, the recipients can be unselected, and the
sender required to select certain recipients to send a reminder
to. Upon clicking this feature for a given sent message, a
dialog box would automatically appear with the recipients
selected who have not yet read the message.
Another sending feature includes allowing a sender to
recall a message, even after the message has been read by one
or more recipients. The relational storage mechanisms of the
present invention allow the message to be completely deleted
from the recipients inboxes. All logging of activity on mes
sages and documents is associated with the unique ID of the
message. This allows the sending system to track where com
ponents of a message are located in the trusted network and
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perform secondary or tertiary operations on them at Some
point in the future, Such as recalling the message or contentif
necessary. In one embodiment, any sending system can recall
a message if it discovers that a message is unsolicited and
illegitimate so as to remove the message from the recipients
inbox before or even after it is read such that, to the recipients,
it appears as if the message never existed.
Further, message components can be searched based on
activity performed on the message and/or for a specific time
period. Searching can be performed on a very granular level.
For example, the user can search for all messages that she has
sent but have not yet been viewed. Or, the user can search for
all messages that have been forwarded by recipients of mes
sages she has sent. Other searching queries are possible based
on the teaching presented herein.
XI. Content File Management
Since the message data structures of the present invention
are separable as compared to conventional SMTP message
data structures, this allows for tracking of specific compo
nents of the message. As shown in FIGS. 9A through9D, the
user interface allows a user to view content file activity for
content files that are received and/or sent by the user. Content
files that can be viewed by a user include content files asso
ciated with a message (e.g., as an attachment), content files
that are not associated with a message (the Shareholder
Report example above) or shared content files that do not need
to be resent. Thus, activity on content files is logged in much
the same way as done with other message components. For
example, when a user opens a content file, a read receipt is
generated by the rendering system and sent back to the send
ing System.
As mentioned above, the relational storage aspects of the
invention allow for only a single copy of the document to be
stored on the network, which can be accessed by the users
associated with the document. Not only is this efficient from
a storage perspective, but also assists with easily identifying
versions of a document and tracking dates that versions were
created. Thus, as shown in FIG. 9A, the user can view a

content file repository that can be identified by the source or
sender. FIG. 9A also depicts that senders and recipients can
search documents by a time variable—such as documents for
today, this week, this month, this quarter, etc. FIG. 9A illus
trates that auto-categorization features performed by the
sending system can contribute to being able to organize docu
ments in an efficient manner.
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FIG. 9B illustrates an exemplary method for using the
category attribute to auto-categorize messages at the render
ing system including, at 902, receiving a message from a
sending system, at 904, identifying a category attribute in
metadata associated with the at least a portion of the message
to be a particular category, at 906, storing the message in a
database by associating the particular category with the mes
sage, and at 908, performing one or more actions based on the
category attribute.
As mentioned above, categories can be defined by an
administrator, sender and/or recipient, even after the message
is sent. Thus, a particular message may have been categorized
by three separate entities, which categorization can be shared
between sender and recipient to efficiently organize docu
ments on both the sending and receiving ends. A particular
document may have more than one categorization, so FIG.9C
illustrates that a user can select one or more categories to see
what documents come up for that particular combination.
This further assists a user to narrow a document search where

a user's content file repository may be rather large. FIG. 9D
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depicts an advanced view of a content file repository where a
user is allowed to search documents by file name and cat

46
the invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims
rather than by the foregoing description. All changes which
come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the
claims are to be embraced within their scope.

egory.

Embodiments included general-purpose and/or special
purpose devices or systems that include both hardware and/or
Software components. Embodiments may also include physi
cal computer-readable media and/or intangible computer
readable media for carrying or having computer-executable
instructions, data structures, and/or data signals stored
thereon. Such physical computer-readable media and/or
intangible computer-readable media can be any available
media that can be accessed by a general purpose or special
purpose computer. By way of example, and not limitation,
Such physical computer-readable media can include RAM,
ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage,
magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices,
other semiconductor storage media, or any other physical
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1. In a trusted network having at least one sending system
and at least one rendering system, a method of categorizing
content files for communications such that the content files
10

15

medium which can be used to store desired data in the form of

computer-executable instructions, data structures and/or data
signals, and which can be accessed by a general purpose or
special purpose computer. Withina general purpose or special
purpose computer, intangible computer-readable media can
include electromagnetic means for conveying a data signal
from one part of the computer to another, such as through
circuitry residing in the computer.
When information is transferred or provided over a net
work or another communications connection (either hard
wired, wireless, or a combination of hardwired or wireless) to
a computer, hardwired devices for sending and receiving
computer-executable instructions, data structures, and/or
data signals (e.g., wires, cables, optical fibers, electronic cir
cuitry, chemical, and the like) should properly be viewed as
physical computer-readable mediums while wireless carriers
or wireless mediums for sending and/or receiving computer
executable instructions, data structures, and/or data signals
(e.g., radio communications, satellite communications, infra
red communications, and the like) should properly be viewed
as intangible computer-readable mediums. Combinations of
the above should also be included within the scope of com
puter-readable media.
Computer-executable instructions include, for example,
instructions, data, and/or data signals which cause a general
purpose computer, special purpose computer, or special pur
pose processing device to perform a certain function or group
of functions. Although not required, aspects of the invention
have been described herein in the general context of com
puter-executable instructions, such as program modules,
being executed by computers, in network environments and/
or non-network environments. Generally, program modules
include routines, programs, objects, components, and content
structures that perform particular tasks or implement particu
lar abstract content types. Computer-executable instructions,
associated content structures, and program modules represent
examples of program code for executing aspects of the meth
ods disclosed herein.

Embodiments may also include computer program prod
ucts for use in the systems of the present invention, the com
puter program product having a physical computer-readable
medium having computer readable program code stored
thereon, the computer readable program code comprising
computer executable instructions that, when executed by a
processor, cause the system to perform the methods of the
present invention.
The present invention may be embodied in other specific
forms without departing from its spirit or essential character
istics. The described embodiments are to be considered in all

respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of

What is claimed is:

are configured to be organized and/or rendered according to
categorization associated with the content files, the method
comprising:
identifying, by a computer, a communication to be deliv
ered to a rendering system, the communication having a
communication data structure defining metadata and
two or more separable message components such that
the two or more separable message components are con
figured to be sent and/or stored separately from each
other;
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identifying, by the computer, at least a portion of the com
munication to be categorized;
setting a categorization attribute in metadata associated
with the at least a portion of the communication to be a
particular category, wherein setting a categorization
attribute in metadata associated with the at least a por
tion of the communication to be a particular category
comprises defining a rule that automatically sets the
categorization attribute to be the particular category
upon identification of predetermined conditions;
performing one or more actions based on the categoriza
tion attribute; and
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sending the metadata associated with the at least a portion
of the communication to the rendering system, the meta
data associated with the at least a portion of the commu
nication including the categorization attribute so that the
rendering system renders the particular category to a
recipient.
2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the predeter
mined conditions can include identifying a symbol, pattern,
expression, or keyword in a content of the at least a portion of
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the communication.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the automati

cally set categorization attribute can be used to determine a
timing for sending at least the metadata to the rendering
system.
45
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4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the particular
category is associated with one or more recipients, wherein
setting the categorization attribute to be the particular cat
egory sets a recipient attribute to include the one or more
recipients associated with the particular category without a
sender being required to manually select the one or more
recipients.
5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the particular
category is associated with one or more message types,
wherein setting the categorization attribute to be the particu
lar category sets a message type attribute to include one or
more message types associated with the particular category
without a sender being required to manually select the one or
more message types.
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6. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the particular
category is associated with rights management rules, wherein
setting the categorization attribute to be the particular cat
egory sets a rights management attribute to include one or
more rights management rules associated with the particular
category without a sender being required to manually select
the one or more rights management rules.
7. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein performing
one or more actions based on the categorization attribute
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comprises sending at least a portion of the communication to
the rendering system, wherein the rendering system uses the
particular categorization associated with at least a portion of
the communication to perform search functions.
8. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the particular
category is at least one of invoice, statement, engagement
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least a portion of the communication to be a particular cat
egory comprises setting a particular category for the commu
nication as a whole, and setting one or more additional cat
egories for one or more content components of the
communication.

letter, balance, or a combination thereof.

9. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the particular
category is an industry including at least one of banking,
health care, legal, personal, or a combination thereof.
10. The method as recited in claim 9, wherein performing
one or more actions based on the categorization attribute
comprises adding third party content to the communication
based on the industry.
11. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the particular
category is a particular level of authority in an organization.
12. The method as recited in claim 11, wherein performing
one or more actions based on the categorization attribute
comprises sending the communication only to users of the
organization having the particular level of authority.
13. The method as recited in claim 11, further comprising
setting certain rights management associated with the level of
authority in the organization.
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14. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the commu

nication is addressed to an external address being a matter,
wherein the matter is associated with a particular category
and the categorization attribute is set to a particular category.
15. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein setting a
categorization attribute in metadata associated with the at
least a portion of the communication to be a particular cat
egory is performed by at least one of an administrator, the
sender, or the recipient, wherein the categorization attribute is
linked to both the sender and the recipient, so that both the
sender and the recipient can search for the communication
based on the particular category.
16. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein setting a
categorization attribute in metadata associated with the at
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17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium including
instructions that are executable by a computer to cause the
computer to categorize content files for communications such
that the content files are configured to be organized and/or
rendered according to categorization associated with the con
tent files, by:
identifying a communication to be delivered to a rendering
system, the communication having a communication
data structure defining metadata and two or more sepa
rable message components such that the two or more
separable message components are configured to be sent
and/or stored separately from each other,
identifying at least a portion of the communication to be
categorized;
setting a categorization attribute in metadata associated
with the at least a portion of the communication to be a
particular category, wherein setting a categorization
attribute in metadata associated with the at least a por
tion of the communication to be a particular category
comprises defining a rule that automatically sets the
categorization attribute to be the particular category
upon identification of predetermined conditions;
performing one or more actions based on the categoriza
tion attribute; and
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sending the metadata associated with the at least a portion
of the communication to the rendering system, the meta
data associated with the at least a portion of the commu
nication including the categorization attribute so that the
rendering system renders the particular category to a
recipient.

